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Abstract
Over the years, scientific applications have become more complex and more data intensive. Especially
large scale simulations and scientific experiments in areas such as physics, biology, astronomy and earth sciences demand highly distributed resources to satisfy excessive computational requirements. Increasing data
requirements and the distributed nature of the resources made I/O the major bottleneck for end-to-end application performance. Existing systems fail to address issues such as reliability, scalability, and efficiency
in dealing with wide area data access, retrieval and processing. In this study, we explore data-intensive
distributed computing and study challenges in data placement in distributed environments. After analyzing different application scenarios, we develop new data scheduling methodologies and the key attributes
for reliability, adaptability and performance optimization of distributed data placement tasks. Inspired by
techniques used in microprocessor and operating system architectures, we extend and adapt some of the
known low-level data handling and optimization techniques to distributed computing. Two major contributions of this work include (i) a failure-aware data placement paradigm for increased fault-tolerance, and
(ii) adaptive scheduling of data placement tasks for improved end-to-end performance. The failure-aware
data placement includes early error detection, error classification, and use of this information in scheduling
decisions for the prevention of and recovery from possible future errors. The adaptive scheduling approach
includes dynamically tuning data transfer parameters over wide area networks for efficient utilization of
available network capacity and optimized end-to-end data transfer performance.

iv

Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the years, scientific applications have become increasingly data intensive. Computationally intensive
science (e-Science), which has wide application areas including particle physics, bio-informatics and social
simulations, demands highly distributed networks and deals with immense data sets [64, 39]. Besides
being excessively challenging computationally, these applications have become increasingly data intensive
and gradually went from giga- to peta-scale [52]. Especially, scientific experiments using geographically
separated and heterogeneous resources necessitated transparently accessing distributed data and analyzing
huge collection of information [1, 38, 66]. Hence, many recent studies investigate new approaches for data
management and data transfer in distributed systems [33, 107].
Data management has remained one of the crucial problems in every stage of computer engineering,
from micro (CPU chip design) level to macro (internet and grid infrastructure) level. Accessing data in a
transparent and efficient manner is a major issue, both in operating system design and in microprocessor
architecture [86]. We study how similar challenges are handled in other layers of computing systems such as
microprocessor and operating systems. In operating systems, efficiently moving pages from disk to memory
is crucial; in microprocessor architecture, instruction fetch time plays an important role; on large-scale
distributed systems, transferring data files between geographically-separated storage sites, and optimizing
data access in supercomputers, have major effects on overall performance 1 .
Even in the very recent multi-core era, importance of data access and data management cannot be
overemphasized. Since small and large scale systems have similar problems, we can utilize approaches in
microprocessor and operating system kernel architecture to come up with a broader perspective in which
we can extend known methodologies to be used in distributed systems. Hence, the importance of data
management research in computer science, especially on large-scale systems, is deeply felt.
On the other hand, data transfer in microprocessors through high speed bus is deterministic in most
cases. The scenario in distributed systems is quite different. Data transfer in a distributed environment is
prone to frequent failures resulting from back-end system level problems, like connectivity failure which
1
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is technically untraceable by users. Error messages are not logged efficiently, and sometimes are not relevant/useful from user’s point-of-view. Our study explores the possibility of an efficient error detection and
reporting system for such environments. Besides, early error detection and error classification have great
importance in organizing data placement jobs. It is necessary to have well-defined error detection and error
reporting methods to increase the usability and serviceability of existing data transfer protocols and data
management systems. Prior knowledge about the environment and awareness of the actual reason behind a
failure would enable data placement scheduler to make better and accurate decisions.
The rest of this thesis is outlined as follows.
In Chapter 2, we define data-intensive distributed computing and investigate data scheduling methodologies. We analyze different scenarios for possible use cases of data placement tasks. And, we identify
parameters affecting data transfer to discover key attributes for adaptability and optimization in terms of
performance. We explain approaches to integrate data placement into job management systems and discuss
methodologies to incorporate with other middleware tools.
In Chapter 3, we focus on problems on accessing and storing data that have been encountered in the
early phases of processor design, and also analyze how those issues have been resolved to enable today’s
fast and efficient microprocessors. We present a data-aware distributed computing paradigm underlining the
fact that different layers of computing systems have similarities in data and CPU management subsystems.
In Chapter 4, we present an adaptive approach for organizing data placement jobs. Inspired from
prefetching and caching techniques to overcome latency bottleneck between interconnects in microprocessor design, we study several levels of aggregation for performance optimization. First, we explain dynamic
tuning of number of parallel streams which is simply aggregation of TCP connections. Then, we describe
effects of concurrent transfer jobs running simultaneously. We propose an adaptive methodology for setting
parallelism level in data transfers such that data placement scheduler dynamically tunes parameters without
depending on any external profilers. Later, we describe aggregation of multiple jobs in which data transfer jobs are combined and managed as a single job by the scheduler to eliminate the connection cost of
underlying transfer protocol.
In Chapter 5, we study early error detection and error classification, and also failure and performance
issues when transfer is in progress. We propose an error reporting framework and a failure-aware data
2

transfer life cycle. We investigate the applicability of proposed error detection and classification techniques
to improve arrangement of data placement jobs and to enhance decision making process of data placement
schedulers.
We explain implementation details and discuss evaluation results from our experiments. Finally, we
conclude with future work and possible research problems in data placement scheduling in distributed computing area.

3

Chapter 2
Scheduling Data Placement Jobs
There are several studies concentrating on data management in scientific applications [31, 33, 107]; however, resource allocation and job scheduling considering the data requirements still remains as an open
problem. Data placement is a part of the job scheduling dilemma and it should be considered as a crucial
factor affecting resource selection and scheduling in distributed computing [77, 79, 19, 2].
In this chapter, we focus on data-intensive distributed computing and describe the data scheduling approach to manage large scale scientific and commercial applications. We identify structures in the overall
model and also analyze different scenarios for possible use cases of data placement tasks to discover key
attributes affecting performance.
We start with data placement operations inside a single host without network interference. We proceed
further to discuss the possible effects on data movement either from or to multiple hosts. We extend the idea
by examining conditions in a more complex situation where there are many platforms connected to each
other and various data placement jobs between them are needed to be scheduled for different computing
steps of applications.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we present possible problems in the
current large scale applications and give some motivating remarks. In Section 2.2, we focus on the data
placement challenge and, in Section 2.3, we mention parameters that need to be used during scheduling
to optimize data transfer. In Section 2.4, we explain data flow of large scale applications and present a
data-aware system model. In Section 2.5, we explain data placement methodologies. And, in Section 2.6,
we study approaches to integrate data scheduler with higher-level planners and other middleware tools.

2.1

Defining Data-Aware Distributed Computing

We define data as an illustration of information and concepts in a formally organized way to be interpreted
and processed in order to accomplish computing tasks. Therefore, computing itself cannot be targeted as
the only dilemma without providing necessary protocols to deal with storing and transferring information.

4

Rapid progress in distributed computing and Grid technology have provided collaborative studies and
essential compute-power for science, and made data administration a critical challenge in this area. Scientific applications have become more data intensive like business applications; moreover, data management
happens to be more demanding than computational requirements in terms of needed resources [64, 52].
Computation in science focus on many areas such as astronomy, biology, climatology, high-energy
physics and nanotechnology. Although, applications from different disciplines have different characteristics; their requirements fall into similar fundamental categories in terms of data management. Workflow
management, metadata description, efficient access and data movement between distributed storage resources, and visualization are some of the necessities for applications using simulations, experiments, or
other forms of information to generate and process the data.
The SuperNova project in astronomy is producing terabytes of data per day, and a tremendous increase
is expected in the volume of data in the next few years [29]. The LSST (Large Synoptic Survey Telescope)
is scanning the sky for transient objects and producing more than ten terabytes of data per simulation
[106]. Similarly, simulations in bimolecular engineering generate huge data-sets to be shared between
geographically distributed sites. In climate research, data from every measurement and simulation is more
than one terabyte. In high-energy physics [26], processing of petabytes of experimental data remains the
main problem affecting quality of the real-time decision making. In [78], data handling issues of Blast
[37], a bioinformatics application, and CMS [1], a high energy physics application, have been discussed.
Disadvantages of current methodologies to move data between execution processes and possible benefits by
using a data scheduler have been explained.
Although data placement has a great effect on the overall performance of an application, it has been
considered as a side effect of computation and either embedded inside the computation task or managed
by simple scripts. Data placement should be efficient and reliable and also it should be planned cautiously
in the process flow. We need to consider data placement and data scheduling as a significant part of the
distributed structure to be able to get the best performance.
There are also numerous data-intensive applications in business which have complex data workload.
For example, Credit Card Fraud detection systems need to analyze every transaction passing through the
transaction manager and detect fraud using some models and historical data to calculate an estimated score.
5

Historical data and delivery of previous information should be managed in such a way that servers calculating the score should access data effectively. Moreover, there are many financial institutions providing data
mining techniques for brokerage and customer services.
In addition, medical institutions are also one of the sources using computational network resources
for their business. Particularly, large image transfers and data streams between separate sites are major
problems in this area. Moreover, oil companies or electronics design companies may have long term batch
processes. Therefore, commercial applications have short and long computational jobs and they also have
small transactions and large data movement requirements. Since we have complex workload characteristics
in business, a solution to data scheduling and data placement problem will be benefited by business as well.
Storing the real-time data is already challenging in experimental applications. In addition, efficient data
transfer and organization such as metadata systems are also crucial for simulation-based applications which
are usually executed in batch mode. Furthermore, those large-scale challenges in science necessitate joint
study between various multi-disciplinary teams using heterogeneous resources. Thus, new approaches in
data distribution and networking are necessary to enable grid technologies in scientific as well as industrial
applications.
One technical challenge in science is high capacity, fast storage systems. There has been considerable
effort in business to provide required information systems for commercial application; however, organization of the data for querying in petabyte-scale databases still remains an open issue, where relational
databases cannot fit properly. Previously, there has been some work on special storage tools and metadata models developed for specific scientific applications [95, 105]. But we still need generic standards to
integrate distributed resources with an open access mechanism to data.

2.2

The Data Placement Challenge

There are usually several steps in the overall process flow of large scale applications. One important aspect
in distributed systems is to manage the interaction between computing tasks. Communication between
different steps can established by the delivered information between them. The data (i.e. the delivered
information), which characterizes the dependencies and connections, should be moved to supply input for
the next computing processes between different tasks serving for different purposes.
6

We define data placement as a coordinated movement of any information between related steps in the
general workflow. Reorganizing and transferring the data between separate tasks in a single server, moving data to different storage systems, or transmitting results of the previous tasks to a remote site are all
examples of data placement. Data placement is not limited to only information transfer over a network;
however, one common use-case is to transfer data between servers in different domains using the wide-area
network. Interestingly, even data transfer inside a single machine is very important and may become a major
bottleneck if not handled proporely.
We concentrate on several use cases of data placement tasks (as shown in Figure 2.6) and define important attributes that will affect overall performance and throughput of data transfer. Figure 2.6.a represents
the data transfer in a single execution site where there is no network interference. Figure 2.6.b corresponds
to the data placement between two different separate sites where data transfer between storage elements are
performed over a network. Figure 2.6.c and Figure 2.6.d show data placement from or to a single storage
element. Figure 2.6.e illustrates a more complex scenario such that various data placement tasks need to be
scheduled between multiple hosts. Each scenario comes with a different set of parameters to be used during
the decision making process of data placement execution.

2.3

Use Cases of Data Placement

First, we need to define attributes having a part in data placement and investigate their affects during the
transfer operation in terms of efficiency and performance. Moreover, every parameter can be categorized
according to the level in which it can be used such that some attributes need to be set automatically by the
middleware and some of them can be defined by users. There are also some on-going projects preparing
APIs for applications in widely distributed systems [34, 65]. Therefore, a detailed study describing possible use cases and defining factors in data placement is mandatory in order to propose a data scheduling
framework.

2.3.1

Data Transfer in a Single Host

Processes running in a single machine might have special input formats necessitating former data to be converted properly and kept in a different storage space to accomplish desired performance. Moreover, we may
7

need to move some information to another storage device due to space limitations or storage management
constraints. Different features of storage locations like availability and reliability, access rate, and expected
quality of service to get information enforce reorganization of data objects. Therefore, some data files may
be transfered to another disk storage in a single host due to administrative conditions, performance implications (like different block sizes in file systems), and requirements of running executables (such as formating
and post-processing).
Movement of whole output or partial information in a single domain also has difficulty in terms of
efficiency and performance. Besides, while copying a single file between two disks, we should deal with
very common issues like space reservation, performance requirement, and CPU utilization. Load of the
server, available disk space, file system block size, and protocols used for accessing low-level I/O devices
are some factors for this simple example.
In current enterprise systems, we usually have specialized servers for different purposes like application,
database, and backup servers. The most recent information is kept in fast servers and storage devices; then,
historical data or other log information is transfered to other systems such as data warehouse systems.
Backup operations such as transferring data from multiple storage disks to fast magnetic tape devices
requires multiplexing techniques to maximize the utilization and to complete the backup at minimum time.
Several blocks from different files are read at the same time and pushed to the backup device in order to
parallelize the operation.
The problem of data transfer within a single host seems simple. But actually it involves many sophisticated copy and backup tools in order to improve the efficiency. I/O scheduling in current operating systems
with multiple storage devices is a good example of data placement in a single system. The OS kernel
schedules data placement tasks in a single host by ordering data operations and managing cache usage. We
usually have several channels, sometimes with different bandwidth, to access disk devices and usually more
than one processor need to be selected to execute an I/O operation in a multiprocessor system. In addition to
this, fairness between multiple I/O requests, avoidance of process starvation, accomplishment of real time
requirements and resolving deadlock conditions are some other functions of the operating-system kernel in
a single system. Consequently, complex queuing techniques for fairness and load balancing between I/O
operations, and greedy algorithms for managing cache usage and disk devices (with different access latency
8

and capacity), have been developed to schedule I/O operations and to resolve the data placement problem
in a single host.
Tuning the buffer size, using memory cache, partitioning data, using different channels for multiplexing
are some factors. Data placement in a network also deals with the same concerns that we face in a single
host, since in that case we also need to access file system layer and physical devices.
However, each of those factors and parameters affecting overall throughput and performance has different impacts in different degrees. We need to first search for the factors that have highest impact on
performance, and then, try to optimize those key parameters. For example, a backup operation to a slow
tape device from fast disk devices would not need cache optimization or parallel streams since read/write
overhead of this slow tape device would be the bottleneck in the overall process. So, in such a case we do
not need to optimize these parameters.
We identify some important factors for data placement in a single host as follows:
• server load, CPU and memory utilization,
• available storage space, and space reservation,
• multiplexing and partitioning techniques,
• buffer size and cache usage,
• file system performance (e.g., block size, etc.),
• protocol and device performance,
• I/O subsystem and scheduling.
Although I/O operations in a single server has many parameters influencing data placement performance
and data transfer scheduling, we only focus on server side attributes like system load and utilization, space
availability, and storage reservation to make the data placement models simpler in a single host.

2.3.2

Data Placement between a Pair of Hosts

Data placement between two hosts has many use cases such as downloading a file or uploading some data
sets to be used by another application. Processed data in a single step in a large scale application with
multiple, separate operational sites could be transferred to other related tasks to continue the operation in
the overall workflow.
9

Some factors affecting the efficient data movement are changing network conditions, heterogeneous
operating systems and working environments, failures, available resources, and administrative decisions.
Since network is thought as the main bottleneck in wide-area networks while sending large amount of
data between a client and a server, increasing the number of simultaneous TCP connections is one method to
gain performance. The data-flow process also includes streaming, and transferring of partial data object and
replicas; however, a simple architecture build to transfer input/output files still remains as a major concern.
Some file transfer tools like GridFTP [62, 30] support multiple TCP streams and configurable buffer
sizes. On the other hand, it has been stated that multiple streams might not work well due to TCP congestioncontrol mechanism [56, 57, 53]. Many simultaneous connections between two hosts may result in poor
response times; and, it has been suggested that maximum number of simultaneous TCP streams to a single
server should be one or two, especially under congested environments [57, 36].
Use of multiple connections is declared as a TCP-unfriendly activity, but outstanding performance results were obtained by employing simultaneous streams in the recent experiments [75, 79, 77]. Therefore,
number of simultaneous TCP streams is one of the critical factors affecting performance for the transfers
over a network.
Sudden performance decreases will be expected if number of concurrent connections goes beyond the
limit of server capacity. The number of maximum allowable concurrent connections depends on both network and server characteristics, and selecting an appropriate value for each channel that will optimize the
transfer in long term is a challenging issue in networked environments. Moreover, some protocols which
are adjusted to utilize the maximum network channel bandwidth may have performance problems if more
than one channel is used [73].
There are also various specialized TCP protocols [4, 28, 20] which change TCP features for large data
transfers. TCP window buffer size may be the most important parameter to be tuned in order to decrease the
latency for an efficient transfer. There have been numerous studies for fast file downloading [87]; and, many
tools have been developed to measure the network metrics [27, 10] to tune TCP by setting the window size
for optimum performance.
Bandwidth is the first metric that we look at to get an estimate about the duration of a transfer, but
efficient use of protocols and network drivers can also serve as an important metric as they cause significant
10

improvement in terms of latency and utilization. Characteristics of the communication structure determine
which action should be taken while tuning the data transfer. Local area networks and Internet have different
topologies, so they demonstrate diverse features in terms of congestion, failure rate, and latency. In addition,
dedicated channels such as fiber-optic networks requires special management techniques [20].
We also have high-speed network structures with channel reservation strategies for fast and reliable
communication. Congestion is not a concern in such a previously reserved channel; and, transfer protocol
should be designed to send as much data as possible for maximum utilization. We need to provide adaptive
approaches to understand the underlying network layer and to optimize data movement accordingly.
Application and storage layers should feed the network with enough data in order to obtain high throughput. Network optimization may not have the expected effect if we cannot get adequate response from storage
device. Buffer size that determines the volume of data read from storage should fit into network buffer used
in the transfer protocol. Besides, server capacity and performance also have crucial roles and they identify
how much data can be sent or received in a given interval. Therefore, storage systems have been developed
for efficient movement of data [73, 80] by providing caching mechanism and multi-threaded processing.
We identify new parameters, which should be considered if data placement is performed over a network,
as follows:
• simultaneous TCP connections (parallel streams),
• TCP tuning (send/receive buffer size, TCP window size, MTU, etc.),
• data transmission protocol performance (GridFTP, ftp, etc.).
Consequently, parameters that can be used in data placement problem between a pair of hosts can be
extended by including the attributes related to the network such as degree of parallelization with concurrent
channels, bandwidth reservation in dedicated networks, and transfer protocol optimization like tuning TCP
window size. On the other hand, we are also bound by the server performance and we should consider
efficiency, performance, and space availability of servers to manage data placement between a pair of hosts.

2.3.3

Data Placement from Multiple Servers to a Single Server

Nowadays, scientific and industrial applications need to access terabytes of data and they need to work
with distributed data sets. One reason to keep information in distributed data stores is the large amount of
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required data. Another concern is reliability such that replicas of information are stored in different systems
apart from each other. Data management also focuses on replication in order to ensure data proximity and
reliability. Alternatively, accessing separated data sets at the same time provides performance via parallel
communication.
Data transfer from multiple clients to a single host and from single client to multiple hosts have many
diverse samples. Data objects may be stored on separate storage servers due to space limitations or load
balancing. Besides, running application modules may require remote access to get information generated
by remote sites. Thus, a process scheduled in an execution site may need to start multiple data transfer jobs
to obtain its input. Similary, output of in an execution site may need to be brought to multiple data sites.
One simple example is downloading multiple files or data objects from several sites in which we want
to finish the operation in the minimum amount of time. In addition, we may prefer to move same data
objects from different sites to ensure data availability in case of hardware and system failures in remote
machines. Often, transferring files one by one is not preferred unless there is a special condition. Starting
every download at the same time to get maximum utilization may seem as a good idea; however, efficiency
of the data transfer is limited to server and network capacity.
Parallelization in network has two methods; one is parallel connections discussed in previous subsection,
and the other is concurrent channels to every server. Parallel connections is obtained by opening multiple
TCP streams between a pair of server. On the other hand, concurrent channels are maintained by multiple
threads serving each data transfer from different sites.
The number of parallel connections from a client to each server is increased in order to get the maximum network utilization. Parallelization may have side effects similar to concurrency if generated load is
over the limits of system ability. Both network properties such as bandwidth, failure rate, congestion, and
server parameters like CPU load, memory and communication protocol have influences on parallelization.
Therefore, number of parallel connections to a server, which is set according to the condition of network
environment, is one of the critical parameters we should concentrate on.
Another example is to upload multiple files from different file servers to the execution site where we
are running various tasks such that each task is using separate file sets staged to the execution site. Each
task has diverse dependencies to some data objects stored in remote clients. We would like to optimize the
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transfer so that maximum number of tasks can start execution. To simplify the problem, we can modify the
objective and define it as maximizing the number of files arrived in the minimum amount of time.
One simple method for the given example is to deliver files with small size over high bandwidth connections to obtain the maximum number of transferred files. In order to get the best throughput over network,
selecting large files and closer storage servers is another approach for optimization. In either case, we necessitate an ordering of data placement tasks. Even though if we are delivering replicas of a single object
distributed across hosts, we still need to have a decision to minimize the required time.
Each connection from a server to the client that performs data movement operation might have different
characteristics. Bandwidth, latency and number of hops a network packet should go through can be different.
Thus, data placement jobs need to be scheduled according to conditions in network and servers.
Moreover, we expect different characteristics between uploading multiple files to a single server and
downloading a file to multiple clients. Both cases look similar but they differentiate in terms of resources
they use in the communication protocol. In the first case, transfer protocol should manage all channels and
write data into the storage. In the second case, data should be read and pushed to all channels connected to
the server. Read and write overhead in the transfer protocol affect operating cost in different levels so that
specific actions are required to exploit the data placement for best performance.
We mainly focus on two additional factors in data placement from multiple servers to a single host;
• concurrent network connections,
• network bandwidth and latency.
Data placement from multiple servers to a single server is affected both by server and network conditions. We also need to consider the bandwidth and latency of the network to come up with a decision and
order transfer tasks accordingly in order to obtain higher throughput. Furthermore, parallel connections to
a server is a fundamental technique used to gain more utilization in the communication channel during the
transfer operation.

2.3.4

Data Placement between Distributed Servers

There have been many studies for high throughput data transfer in which best possible paths between remote
sites are chosen and servers are optimized to gain high data transfer rates [55]. TCP buffer, window size,
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MTU are some of the attributes used in the overall network transfer optimization. Moreover, high speed
networks require different strategies to gain best performance. Parallel and concurrent transfer streams are
used for high performance but unexpected results may occur in highly loaded networks [55].
Data servers are distributed on different locations and available network is usually shared like Internet; therefore, minimizing the network cost by selecting the path which gives maximum bandwidth and
minimum network delay to obtain high speed transfer will increase the overall throughput [35, 14].
In widely distributed network environments, resources such as network bandwidth and computing power
are shared by many jobs. Since data placement between multiple clients to a single host requires ordering
in the data placement jobs, data transfer between distributed servers is even more complicated. We necessitate a central scheduling mechanism which can collect information from separate sites and schedule data
placement jobs such that maximum throughput in minimum time is achieved.
In more complex realistic situations, the network is jointly used by several users unless dedicated channels are allocated. It is really hard to obtain the state of network condition especially in widely distributed
system.
Parameters like bandwidth and latency that need to be used during the decision process are dynamically
changing. We can measure the values of attributes like CPU load, memory usage, available disk space on
server side. On the other hand, we usually utilize predicted values for network features which are calculated
according to previous states.
In order to clarify the data placement scenario we state a simple example in which multiple files in
distributed data centers are need to be transfered to a central location and we need to upload results of
previous computations to those data centers. A job which requires data sets from other data objects has
been scheduled and started execution in a computing site, so we need to transfer data sets from data servers
to the execution site. We may have some other tasks in the execution site trying to send files to this data
servers at the same time. We may also need to transfer data to the data server from some other sites located
separately.
Since each data movement job is competing with each other, a decision making is required to have them
ordered and run concurrently. Without a central scheduling mechanism, saturation both in network and
servers is inevitable. We may need to decline an upload operation till data files are downloaded so that there
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is available space in the storage. Moreover, we might delay a data transfer job if network is under heavy
utilization due to some other data placement tasks. On the other hand, decision on the number of parallel
streams and concurrent connections has become more difficult such that there may be more than one task
transferring data at the same time.
As a conclusion, the problem itself is complicated and it depends on many parameters. Figure 2.1
summarizes some parameters discussed in this section. We analyze the problem starting from simplest
scenario and extend to more complex situations by stating critical key features affecting the performance.
Besides, scheduler should be able to make rapid choices and dynamically adapt itself to changing situations.
Instead of applying composite algorithms, simple scheduling techniques will be efficient to have at least
satisfactory performance results.

Figure 2.1: Key Attributes affecting Data Placement

2.4

Data Flow in Large Scale Applications

A simple architectural configuration of distributed computing for large scale applications can be evaluated in
four phases. First, we require workflow managers to define the dependencies of execution sequences in the
application layer. Second, higher level planners are used to select and match appropriate resources. Then,
a data-aware scheduler is required to organize requests and schedule them not only considering computing
resources but also data movement issues. Finally, we have data placement modules and traditional CPU
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schedulers to serve upper layers and complete job execution or data transfer. Figure 2.2 represents a detailed
view of data-intensive system structure.

Figure 2.2: Data-aware System Model
We can simply classify the steps in a large scale application as follows; (1) obtain data from experiments
or simulate to generate data; (2) transfer data and organize for pre-processing; (3) data analysis; (4) move
data for post-processing. We usually transfer data to separate centers for individual analysis; even though,
different science groups may require only some parts of the data such that data set groups from different
activities may be used to extract some features. A simple flow in the overall process is shown in Figure 2.3.
Execution sequence and data flow in scientific and commercial applications need to be parallel and
should provide load-balancing in order to handle complex data flows between heterogeneous distributed systems. There have been recent studies for workflow management [83, 100, 101], but providing input/output
order for each component, sub workflows, and performance issues and data-driven flow control are still open
for research and development. Therefore, data placement is an effective factor in workflow management,
and scheduling of data placement tasks need to be integrated with workflow managers.
Transfers especially over wide-area encounter different problems and should deal with obtaining sufficient bandwidth, dealing with network errors and allocating space both in destination and source. There are
similar approaches to make resources usable to science community [59, 103, 43]. Replica catalogs, storage
management and data movement tools are addressing some of those issues in the middleware technology
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[62, 84, 51]. Importance of data scheduling is emphasized by [78], and data scheduling has been stated as a
first class citizen in the overall structure.

Figure 2.3: Data Flow in Large Scale Applications
Traditional CPU-based scheduling systems do not meet the requirements of the next generation science
and business applications in which data sources should be discovered and accessed in a flexible and efficient
manner during the job execution. Moreover, developments in distributed computing infrastructure such
as fast connections between widely separated organizations and implementation of huge computational
resources all over the world made data scheduling techniques to be considered as one of the most important
issues. Data intensive characteristics of current applications brought a new concept of data-aware scheduling
in distributed scientific computation.
Simulating the Data Grid to investigate the behavior of various allocation approaches have been studied
[94, 15, 82]. Beside the simple greedy scheduling techniques such as Least Frequently Used and Least
Recently Used, there are also some economical models handling data management and task allocation as a
whole while making the scheduling decision [107]. Another recent work concludes that allocating resources
closest to the data required gives the best scheduling strategy [92, 93]. There are many studies on replica
management, high performance data transfer, and data storage organization; however, there is still a gap in
data-aware scheduling satisfying requirements of current e-Science applications.

2.5

Data Placement Methodologies

Due to the nature of distributed environments, the underlying infrastructure needs to be managing the dynamic behavior of heterogeneous systems, communication overhead, resource utilization, location trans17

parency and data migration. Data placement in distributed infrastructure should use parallelism and concurrency for performance issues. Access and failure transparencies are other major issues such that user
tasks should access resources in a standard way and complete execution without being affected by dynamic
changes in the overall distributed system.
Data placement jobs have been categorized in different types (transfer, allocate, release, remove, locate,
register, unregister) and it has been stated that each category has different importance and optimization
characteristics [78]. In order to simplify the problem, we focus only on data movement strategies in dataintensive applications. One important difficulty is to manage storage space in data servers. Input data
should be staged-in and generated output should be staged-out after the completion of the job. Insufficient
storage space will delay the execution, or the running task may crash due to improperly managing store
space in the server. Some storage servers enable users to allocate space before submitting the job and they
publish status information such as available storage space. However, there may be some external access to
the storage preventing the data scheduler to make good predictions before starting the transfer. Allocating
space and ordering transfers of data objects are basic tasks of a data scheduler. Different techniques such as
smallest fit, best fit, and largest fit have been studied in [79]. Data servers have limited storage space and
limited computing capacity. In order to obtain best transfer throughput, underlying layers in server site that
may affect the data movement should be investigated cautiously. Performances of the file systems, network
protocol, concurrent and parallel transfers are some examples influencing data placement efficiency.
Another important feature of a data placement system is fault tolerant transfer of data objects. Storage
servers may create problems due to too many concurrent write requests; data may be corrupted because of a
faulty hardware; transfer can hang without any acknowledgement. A data transfer model should minimize
the possibility of failures and it should also handle faulty transfer in a transparent way.
We necessitate a scheduling mechanism which can collect information from separate sites and schedule
data placement jobs such that maximum throughput in minimum time is achieved. Such that, each data
movement job is competing with each other; therefore, a decision making is required to have them ordered
and run concurrently [42]. Therefore, the data scheduler plays an important role in order to enhance the
overall performance. We need to have control on operating data transfer operations not only to come up with
better tune-up predictions but also to supply better ordering to avoid starvation and contention [42]. Without
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the help of a central management, all transfer jobs submitted in the system can operate simultaneously and
lead to contention with opening so many parallel network connections and saturation with creating so much
load on certain resources.
Since many other data transfer jobs can share the common resources and we need to schedule transfer
jobs and set tune-up parameters before initiating the data transmit operations, we propose a virtual connection layer inside the data scheduler to keep track of network statistics. The data scheduler opens a virtual
channel for every source-destination pair encountered so far, and makes prediction for the data transfer over
this communication pattern. The concept of virtual communication channel defined as an abstract level inside the data scheduler, enables us to utilize network predictions in the overall system. Moreover, attributes
affecting the predicted values can be fetched and virtual channel capabilities are updated dynamically. The
network parameter prediction is a sub-process besides the main central data placement manager serving for
better scheduling decisions. Figure 2.4 represent the overall structure of a data scheduler using network
prediction values.

Figure 2.4: Virtual Communications Channels for Paramater Setting
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2.6

Integration with Higher-level Planners

One important issue in distributed systems is to decide on best data access strategy. An application can
use remote I/O or data staging in which data files are transferred to the execution host. As it has been
explained in [99], that decision process depends both on the characteristics of the submitted application and
also the current condition in the environment. Choosing between remote I/O versus staging in large scale
distributed applications falls into two layers in the data-aware distributed system structure. In the metascheduling phase, where we generate the workflow for the application and select appropriate resources, we
gather information specific to the application like task dependencies and frequency of accessing the same
portion of data. In the following phase, where we perform distributed scheduling concerning computational
requirements and data requirements of the application, we collect information specific to the environment
like latency, bandwidth, and local storage performance.
Staging application data is the most common approach. On the other hand, accessing data using remote
I/O protocols brings some advantages both in application layer and in the implementation of the middleware.
The data scheduler is responsible for organizing submitted application tasks according to available resources
in the environment. Besides computational resources required to accomplish the given task, we also deal
with managing input and output data sets. During the decision process, data placement plays an important
role such that scheduler is supposed to interact with lower level planners and also data resource manager to
select the best possible resources.
In case of using the staging approach; first, higher level planners communicate with data placement
scheduler to stage-in data to the execution site. Then, traditional CPU scheduler is used to execute the
application; and later, data placement scheduler performs staging of the output data. In the overall dataintensive system model, the decision of selecting remote I/O or data staging method is accomplished before
generating the workflow of the distributed application.
The method proposed in [99] for choosing a data access technique, remote I/O or staging, for large-scale
distributed applications, is used in the planning phase before submitting tasks to the next level resource
brokers. Though we need to gather information about the environment and we need to be aware about the
input data requirements of the application before making any decision about the data access pattern, the
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Figure 2.5: Decision Points: Remote I/O versus Data Staging
model used to choose remote I/O versus data staging can also be used conditionally in the scheduling phase.
Figure 2.5 gives a broader view of the proposed model for large scale applications in widely distributed
environments.
The data placement scheduler is supposed to deal with the setup and preparation of the environment even
if remote I/O technique is used in the running application. Orchestrating data-related operations is the main
task of a data-aware scheduler. The data-aware scheduler should be capable of making decision according
to the parameters that are dynamically changing in distributed environments. The second decision point for
choosing remote I/O versus data staging is in the scheduling phase. On the other hand, modifying the data
access pattern of an application in the execution flow is limited with the supported data access protocols
in the system. If data staging can not be accomplished, the scheduler can modify the data placement tasks
without affecting given workflow such that access to data files in the execution of the application are replaced
with remote I/O calls. The application access input data using remote I/O protocols and write output back
over a remote storage server. In order to switch data access pattern transparently from staging to remote
I/O, file accesses should be virtualized. Fortunately, recent studies and file system virtualization tools like
Fuse [5] and Parrot [16] enable us to have a second decision point in the structure.
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Figure 2.6: Data Placement Scenarios
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Chapter 3
Lessons Learned from Computer Architecture
In the recent past, microprocessors have been one of the fastest growing technologies. In the early models,
accessing data was one of the major problems and it is still a crucial issue today; such that, data retrieval
from memory to the execution unit is slow due to the speed of memory and also the latency in the bus
between memory and CPU. In order to overcome the speed gap between arithmetic operations and memory
access operations, many techniques have been applied. Scheduling the execution of instructions starts with
out-of-order execution technique used in early x86 designs and extends to dynamic scheduling algorithms
in which operations are buffered in the issue phase before they are sent to execution units. Moreover, prefetch registers, multi-level caches, complex branch prediction algorithms are some of the methodologies
used in processor design. Execution stages are split into execution units and also into multiple pipelines
in order to enhance performance using pipelining and superscalar design. Load-store operations are separated from other execution units and I/O instructions are scheduled and executed by specialized units in
microprocessors.
In this chapter, we focus on problems in accessing and storing data that have been encountered in the
early phases of processor design, and also analyze how those issues have been resolved to enable today’s
fast and efficient microprocessors. We study how similar challenges can be addressed in distributed systems.
Since small and large scale systems have similar problems, we can utilize approaches in microprocessor and
operating system kernel architectures to come up with a broader perspective in which we can extend known
methodologies to be used in distributed systems.
In Section 3.1, we discuss basic computer architecture. In Section 3.2, we explain the distributed data
management strategies and analyze possible solutions for similar problems learned from microprocessor
architecture. Then, in Section 3.3, we present a data-aware distributed computing paradigm underlining the
fact that different layers of computing systems have similarities in data and CPU management subsystems.
In Appendix A.1, we explain microprocessor evolution. A brief summary explaining how microprocessors
evolved and how processor technologies developed have been given. In Appendix A.2, limitations and difficulties affecting microprocessor design, and challenges in terms of data management have been mentioned.
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In Appendix A.3, microprocessor architecture has been discussed and basic techniques such as caching,
pipelined and superscalar execution, and also progress of those methodologies throughout the history of
microprocessors have been explained.

3.1

Computer Architecture Overview

The code stream is an ordered sequence of operations and commands that tell the computer what to execute
[98]. In modern microprocessors, instructions have been mainly classified into two categories as arithmetic
instructions and memory-access instructions [58]. Memory-access instructions command the parts of the
processors, usually called memory-access hardware, that deal with movement of data from and to the main
memory such as load and store. Arithmetic instructions are used to perform arithmetic calculations and
logical operations which are dealt with a specialized hardware, generally called ALU. On the other hand,
branch instructions, a third type of instruction, are special type of memory-access instructions that only access code sequence instead of data storage [98]. Memory-access instructions are significant because access
to the main memory is one of the crucial challenges in microprocessor design in terms of performance.
All computers consist of three basic structures; the storage to read and write input and output data,
the arithmetic logic unit for computing, or simply modifying the input data; and the bus to transmit data
between ALU and storage [67]. Moreover, a computer model can simply be defined as sequences of read,
modify, and write operations [98]. Instructions are fetched over instruction bus from storage area to the
ALU; then, input data is transmitted to the input port of the ALU, and modified data is stored to the storage
device over the data bus. Since input data should be transmitted to the computing unit before performing
any operation, register files have been used starting in early computer designs to place the data storage close
to the ALU so operands can be accessed instantaneously [98]. The basic role of memory-access hardware
is to transmit data between the register file inside the processor and the main memory.

3.2

Data Management in Distributed Systems

We approach the data scheduling problem in a different way and analyze data access and data management
issues in different layers of computer systems starting from microprocessor level, extending to operating
system level, and then, investigating data handling in distributed systems. We study problems and challenges
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in data access and data storage, and we investigate applied techniques in small and large scale systems.
Studying and analyzing in different scales will enable us to better understand the data management problem
in distributed systems.
Two basic components of a distributed system are computing and storage resources. Data which may
be generated by simulations or collected from scientific experiments is stored in particular sites so it can be
accessed by applications and shared between computational resources. Since we have huge data to keep and
also we need to control the unity of data, specialized data servers and data storage sites have been formed.
Size of data is usually very large and cannot be kept in every system; and synchronizing to a central data site
in which other elements can utilize needed part of data is much easier than distributing into every component
in the general model.
Moreover, data is usually stored in a hierarchical manner to provide fast access to requested information.
A storage system contains hardware components such as tape libraries and disk arrays, management services
to organize and storage data, and also networking to provide other elements access to information in a
distributed environment. Figure 3.1 gives an overall view of distributed system architecture.
On the other hand, computational resources, cluster of many servers to afford high computing power, are
distributed and connected to each other over a network. Network service is one of the most important parts
in a distributed environment since it makes separated elements reachable to each other. Besides, data which
is not locally stored should be accessed in an efficient and transparent manner. Therefore, necessitated input
data is either transferred and stored in a temporary space or accessed remotely over the network. Due to the
nature of interconnects between distributed elements there are many factors affecting performance such as
latency and bandwidth. This leads to staging and caching services in order to make data easily and quickly
accessible.

3.3

Generic Data-aware Computing

Microprocessors have been mainly classified into two categories as arithmetic instructions and memoryaccess instructions. We also classify operations in the distributed systems into two categories as computational tasks and data access/movement tasks. Data movement tasks are responsible for bringing the input
data and carrying back the output data. Data is moved from and to the execution site such as stage-in and
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Figure 3.1: Generic Model
stage-out operations. Computational tasks are tied to each other by input/output patterns, and staging operations define the data dependencies in the workflow such that staging data in and out plays an important
role in the overall performance.
In distributed systems, we have computational nodes, data storage elements, and network interconnects
to transmit data between computational nodes and storage elements. In microprocessors, an instruction
starts in the fetch phase, moves to a decode phase, and it is sent to the execution phase, then to the write
phase [63, 98]. In distributed systems, different service layers have been defined and overall load is shared
between separate components. Therefore, there are different software and hardware elements serving for
specific purposes to maintain the overall system. Basic components of a distributed system are computing
and storage resources which are reachable to each other over network connections. Specialized data servers
and data storage sites have been formed due to storage requirements of today’s applications. Figure 3.2
gives an overall representation.
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Figure 3.2: Generic Data Management
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Chapter 4
Adaptive Scheduling
We have studied data access and data management in several layers of computer organization. As it has
been explained in Chapter 3, one major bottleneck is the latency of the communication link such that the
memory wall arise from limitations between interconnects. In this chapter, we investigate the aggregation of
data placement tasks as it has been done in microprocessor design by using intelligent units for prefetching
instructions and caching data .
In our data-aware system model, the data placement scheduler is responsible for orchestrating the management and coordination of data transfer jobs. We have data transfer jobs being submitted into the scheduler as a sub-part of a broader set of processes in an execution workflow. The first goal of the data placement
scheduler is to minimize the transfer time since other components in the workflow might depend on this data
placement job such that they might be waiting for the data to be ready. On the other hand, we also need
to consider other jobs waiting in the queue or jobs currently being executed. Therefore, we tune-up system
resources and order data placement jobs to minimize the completion time of every single job while trying
to maximize the overall throughput.
In this chapter, we first focus on the level of parallelism in two stages of data transfer scheduling: (1) the
number of parallel data streams connected to a data transfer service for increasing the utilization of network
bandwidth, and (2) the number of concurrent data transfer operations that are initiated at the same time to
better utilize system resources. According to previous studies and our first hand experiences [112], there is
a threshold for both the number of concurrent jobs and the number of parallel streams for a single job. Such
that, we see no performance gain after the threshold, even though there might be performance degradation
due to resource starvation.
One important parameter affecting the performance of a single data transfer is the number of parallel
data streams. We use multiple data streams for fetching data in order to fully utilize the network bandwidth.
Since we are limited by the latency in the network, the buffer size optimization and parallelism have great
impact on minimizing the overall data transfer time. Besides, we start multiple operations for better utilization of the system resources. Other processes sharing the same system resources like CPU, disk, network
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have influence also on the overall performance. Excessive use of these resources may lead to some problems like resource starvation. In those cases, we need to adjust the level of parallelism to avoid resource
starvation.
One approach is to measure the network and system statistics and come up with a good estimation for the
parallelism level. However, those techniques require extensive measurements and usage of historical data.
Besides, the estimated value might not reflect the best possible case due to the dynamic characteristics of
the distributed environment. We have designed an alternative approach in which instead of making external
measurements over the network, we make use of the information gathered from the data transfer operations
that are currently active. We propose an adaptive approach in which we measure the throughput of every
operation inside the scheduler and gradually increase the level of parallelism while transfers are in progress.
Number of concurrent jobs running at the same time is increased gradually if there is any performance
gain for the overall throughput. We also adapt the number of parallel streams in single transfer according
to network conditions. We start with a few streams and increase the number of streams gradually up to the
point where no more performance impact is observed.

4.1

Level of Parallelism in Data Transfers

The possible parameters that are required to accomplish a data transfer job are : source URL, destination
URL, file size, user certification, data transfer protocol, and the number of parallel streams. We basically
focus on modern data transfer protocols, so that certification is used to authenticate a user, and then we are
able to open multiple streams to transfer data in parallel. The characteristics of the data transfer protocol
have consequences on setting up parallelism and arrangement of the scheduling order. We ignore the complexity of data transfer protocols and some other user parameters, for simplicity. We only focus on several
key arguments (like size of data, source and destination hosts) to define a data transfer job J as follows:
J(data transfer) =< source hosts, destination hosts, data size >
The data transfer scheduler accepts multiple jobs in a nondeterministic order, say: < J1, J2, J3, . . . >.
Completion time of a job also depends on environment conditions such as network and system load. In
order to increase the throughput, we use multiple streams, so completion time T , depends on the number of
parallel streams used for the transfer: T (J, parStreams, Environment)
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We give the control of setting the level of parallelism to the scheduler. We tune the number of parallel
streams according to the environment conditions, and also taking into consideration the fact that there are
other jobs currently running in the system. For each source-destination pair, we keep track of jobs with all
possible parameters to be used in subsequent scheduling decision as follows:
In a virtual communication table, we store information about the running jobs that use the same source
and destination hosts during the transfers. We also maintain a record about the current throughput value
that has been seen in this source-destination pair. The number of parallel connections is used to the set
parallelism level in a data transfer from this source A to destination B. Throughput value is calculated
from the last successful single transfer operation and it reflects the current state of the system. We use the
latest throughput value to make a decision about whether to increase the number of parallel streams and the
number of concurrent jobs, using this source-destination pair.
We would like to emphasize the difference between the Get and Put operations during data transfers in
terms of the load put on the host machines. We gather information about all ingoing data transfer operations
(Put) into a host, and all outgoing data transfer operations (Get) vice versa.
JL(source) =< total number of jobs, total number of connections, best throughput, up/down?, reason >
JL(destination) =< total number of jobs, best throughput, up/down?, reason >

Figure 4.1: Adaptive Parameter Tuning
By the total number of concurrent jobs, we mean all the data transfer operations scheduled at the current
time-period where those jobs are accessing and using the resources from source/destination host. We also
maintain a record of whether this host is accessible or not. In case an error has occurred, we store the reason
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for failure, and mark in the virtual communication table. If there is a temporary error (like, error in data
transfer service, or host machine down for a while), we can recover and start using the previously saved
setting in the table.
Figure 4.1 shows the overal structure in adaptive data scheduling. For simplicity, we reduce parameters
affecting T into two key attributes: (1) the number of parallel streams to fetch data from destination host,
and (2) the number of concurrent jobs scheduled to access resources of the source and destination hosts.
The goal of the scheduler is to minimize the execution time for each data transfer while preserving the user
fairness based on submission order. Therefore, we find the best possible settings for c (concurrency level)
and p (parallelism level) in an adaptive manner without using the external measurements form the network
prediction tools. T =< J, c, p >

4.2

Adaptive Data Transfers

One important issue in tuning wide-area TCP network is setting the buffer size to maintain network pipe
full for high throughput. The optimal buffer size is related to bandwidth-delay product which is the product
of the data link capacity (bandwidth of the bottleneck link) with end-to-end delay (the round trip time of
the connection). However, setting optimal buffer size has been studied in data communications for various
configurations ranging from Ad Hoc mobile networks to high performance data transfers. There have been
many studies that investigate diagnosis techniques to measure bandwidth and round-trip time of a given
connection [54]. The bandwidth-delay product can vary in a shared wide-area network environment. Thus,
initial measurements and estimated buffer size values may not reflect the optimal value for the entire lifetime
of a data transfer operation. Therefore, an adaptive methodology to set the buffer size on the file has been
implemented in [61, 60]; such that, a dynamic auto-tuning approach in user-space has been proposed.
Moreover, a lightweight technique is implemented to measure the bandwidth and end-to-end delay.
Instead of making extra measurements, bandwidth value is estimated using samples from actual transfers in currently progress. For round-trip time, small packets are sent over the control channel to measure
end-to-end delay [47, 61]. In summary, there is no extra load in network for calculating bandwidth-delay
product. And, buffer size has been tuned on the fly according to the changing conditions in the environment. Dynamic-right sizing [111, 47] has been applied to file transfer operations in Grid by extending the
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GridFTP protocol [30, 62, 69]. In our work, we also implement adaptation by fair-sharing system and network resources. Instead of making measurements and using historical data to set level of concurrency and
parallelism in data transfer scheduling, we calculate best estimate using the information from previous or
current running data transfer operations. Thus, we do not pollute the network with extra probing packets and
do not put extra load to the system by extraneous calculations for accurate parameter settings. Alternatively,
we dynamically set level of parallelism, both number of concurrent jobs and number of parallel streams, by
observing the achieved throughput for each transfer operations and gradually tuning parameters according
to previous or current performance merit.
There are several studies for configuring the GridFTP control parameters like the number of parallel
streams [69]. In order to optimize the level of parallelism, we need information such as packet loss rate,
end-to-end delay and available bandwidth. Moreover many models have been studied in the literature
to estimate accurate parameter configuration for parallelism [112, 69]. In one recent study, an automatic
parameter configuration for GridFTP protocol has been studied [70]. The Grid-APT (Automatic Parallelism
Tuning) explained in [71, 70], measures throughput for each chunk transferred and adaptively increase the
number of parallel TCP connections if there is performance gain.
Since we need to reset the number of TCP data channels to be used in the transfer, there is an overhead
in reconfiguring the GridFTP connection. In order to minimize the effect of this overhead for reconfiguring
the GridFTP control parameter, large blocks called chunks are transferred at every data operation call [71].
Grid-APT calculates the goodput of each chunk using the chunk size and transfer time of that chunk. Then,
a numerical computation method called Golden Section Search is applied [71]. The main objective is to
only use information measureable in the Grid middleware while optimizing the number of parallel TCP
connection for achieving high throughput. The numerical method used in [71], is suitable for searching
a value that maximizes a convex function in a given range. We gradually increase the number of parallel
streams and find the best parameter achieving the highest throughput. Moreover, some more complicated
techniques for numerically searching best parameter have been examined in [70]. Additive increase and
multiplicative decrease, multiplicative increase are some of them in which we first initialize the number of
parallel TCP connections, then transfer a fixed chunk and measure the goodput and round-trip time. Later,
if there is gain in terms of performance we increase the parallelism level, N, by a constant factor, N < αN
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[70, 71]. The upper limit for goodput value is defined as (NW)/R where R is the round-trip time, N is the
number of optimum parallel streams and W is the TCP buffer size. Initially in [71], the parallelism level is
adjusted and increased whether the new goodput Gn has better results than the one Gn−1 in previous step.
The measured goodput for successive transfers of chunks will be limited with the upper bound that is for
optimum parallelism level. If the number of parallel streams is larger than the optimal value, a decrease in
goodput value will be seen such that we stop and terminate the algorithm when we reach a near optimum
value for the parameter.
Using multiple parallel streams in data transfer is simply aggregation of TCP connections. Instead
of a single connection at a time, multiple TCP streams are opened to a single data transfer service in the
destination host. We gain larger bandwidth in TCP especially in a network with less packet loss rate. Parallel
connections better utilize the TCP buffer available to the data transfer such that N connections might be N
times faster than a single connection [70, 71]. Besides, aggregating TCP connection will speed up the slowstart phase in TCP [70]. Conversely, we observe a major throughput decreases due to overhead in TCP
stack, if number of parallel streams, or aggregated TCP connections, are over the optimum value.
We have also implemented a similar technique as a special data transfer scheduler module. The adaptive
transfer module starts with an initial best value for the number of parallel streams set by the scheduler. Then,
it measures the transfer time of each chunk transferred and calculates the throughput. The dynamic feature
of this GridFTP transfer module enables us to transfer data by chunks and also set control parameters on the
fly. We keep the record of best throughput for the current parallelism level. The actual throughput value of
the chunk transferred is calculated and the number of parallel streams is increased by one if this throughput
value is larger than the best throughput seen so far. We gradually increase the number of parallel streams till
it comes to an equilibrium point. The following section gives better explanation of the methodology with
experimental results.
One recent work studies run-time adaptation of data placement jobs [76]. It is emphasized that we have
a dynamic environment in the Grid and this work comes with a prototype to monitor environment conditions
and to update the data placement scheduler required with information to tune up control parameters. The
data placement scheduler uses tuned parameters for performing run-time adaptation. There is a tuning
infrastructure in which environment information is provided by external profiler like memory, disk network
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profilers. The parameter tuner executes periodically and requests information from profilers to come up with
a decision which is to be used by the data transfer scheduler to tune up parameters in data transfer modules.
Our approach differs from this structure by not depending on any external measurements or profiling results.
Moreover, adaptability is embedded inside the scheduler such that each data transfer jobs returns with its
performance information to be used by the scheduler to tune up following requests. Instead of probing the
system in order to get profiling information, we just use performance outcomes from actual data transfers
for parameter tuning. This approach also does not require any complex model for parameter tuning. The
scheduler’s decision adapts itself to the environment condition no matter what is really creating the major
bottleneck. In summary, memory shortage or insufficient network latency might be the actual reason for
not letting us to increase the number of parallel streams or the number of concurrent jobs. But, gradually
improving parameter setting brings a near optimal value without the burden of finding the major bottleneck
in data transfer.
Adaptive data placement has also been studied in various data management architechtures like in [108].
Beyond that, adaptive data transfer protocol are used in wireless network for better energy consumption
[49]. Data transfer protocol adapts itself to the changing environment conditions such that data transferred
rate is increased when communication parties are closer to reduce power consumption and data transfer
rate is decreased when there is long distance between communication parties. Data transfer rate is adjusted
using the estimated and measured values in each transfer period.
Destimated (t + 1) = αDmeasured (t) + (1 − α)Destimated (t)
Similarly, we also try to utilize the underlying resources and fill the network pipe as much as possible
in order to minimize completion time of a transfer. Therefore, we set maximum allowable parallelism level
during data transfer scheduling.

4.3

Experiments in Parameter Tuning

In order to test our methodologies, we use the LONI [9] environment. Table 4.1 presents the network
characteristics of our test system. First, we have performed experiments to see the effect of number of
parallel streams in GridFTP transfers for small and large file sizes. As can be seen in Figure 4.3, we present
average throughput results for data transfers with parallel TCP streams. Later, we have tested effect of
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Table 4.1: Test Environment
source host = queenbee.loni.org
RRT (ms)
Destination
min
avg
Linux machines
eric.loni.org
0.541
0.548
louie.loni.org
5.105
5.131
oliver1.loni.org
2.438
2.456
poseidon1.loni.org 5.32
5.334
IBM machines
ducky.loni.org
5.107
5.129
neptune.loni.org
5.325
5.34
zeke.loni.org
2.473
2.505
bluedawg.loni.org 7.992
8.005

max
0.555
5.159
2.466
5.343
5.142
5.355
2.525
8.034

Figure 4.2: Setting the Parallelism Level
concurrent jobs performing transfer operations at the same time. Figure 4.3 presents average throughput
of concurrent jobs running at the same time. Test results in experimenting the effect of concurrency level
shows more inconsistent behaviour. According to our first hand experience, data transfer jobs hang and stop
responding due to resource starvation usually after 25-30 concurrent jobs.
Figure 4.5 shows results from our adaptive transfer module in which we gradually increase the number
of parallel streams. The adaptive setting of parallel streams make use of the best throughput results achieved
so far and and adjust the parallelism level adaptively. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, it does not get affected by
fluctuations in the network affecting instant throughput results. Figure 4.2 gives a glimpse of the algorithm
used to implement the transfer module which set parallelism level adaptively.
We also study aggregation of requests in order to increase the throughput especially for transfers of
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small data files. According to the file size and source/destination pairs, data placement jobs are combined
and processed as a single transfer job. Information about the aggregated job is stored in the job queue and
it is tied to a main job which is actually performing the transfer operation such that it can be queried and
reported separately.
We have seen vast performance improvement, especially with small data files, simply by combining
data placement jobs based on their source or destination addresses. The main performance gain comes from
decreasing the amount of protocol usage and reducing the number of independent network connections.
Thus, Stork makes better use of underlying infrastructure by coordinating and arranging data placement
jobs.
Our test set includes 1024 transfer jobs from ducky to queenbee (rtt avg 5.129 ms) with a 5MB data
file per job. Figure 4.7 shows performance measurements according to various parameters. Aggregation
count is the maximum number of requests combined into a single transfer operation. Multiple streams is the
number of parallel streams used for a single transfer operation. And, parallel jobs represents the number of
simultaneous/concurrent jobs running at the same time. We analyze effects of those parameters over total
transfer time of the test-set.
Beyond that, we also show the effect of connection time in Table 4.2. Main advantage of aggregating
data transfer jobs and combining them into a single job, is to elimine the cost of connection time for each
seperate transfer. In a single operation we transfer multiple file over a single connection to the data transfer
protocol.
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Table 4.2: The Effect of Connection Time in Data Transfers
put operation (from queenbee.loni.org)
file size
number of time(secs)
file size
number of
files in a
files in a
transfer
transfer
louie.loni.org10MB
1
1.59
eric.loni.org 10MB
1
2
1.95
2
3
3.39
3
4
3.68
4
5
4.71
5
6
6.69
6
7
5.94
7
8
6.77
8
9
7.4
9
10
8.18
10
100MB
1
9.81
100MB
1
2
17.82
2
3
27.7
3
4
32.93
4
5
43.86
5
6
49.46
6
7
60.64
7
8
64.48
8
9
72.59
9
10
80.5
10
1GB
1
79.74
1BG
1
2
155.78
2
3
228
3
4
312.36
4
5
381.89
5
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time (secs)

0.39
0.52
0.67
0.8
0.9
1.03
1.62
1.35
1.7
2.5
2.4
2.65
5.26
7.87
9.48
11.47
11.73
11.35
11.92
13.39
17.46
34.74
54.2
63.25
78.82
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Figure 4.3: Average Throughput of file transfers to queenbee.loni.org using Parallel Streams. Get (a) 2GB
file from Linux machines, (b) from IBM machines, (c) 1GB file from Linux machines, (d) from IBM
machines, (e) 100MB file from Linux machines, (f) from IBM machines
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Figure 4.4: Average Throughput of Concurrent transfer jobs to queenbee.loni.org (getting multiple files
concurrently). (a) with 5MB files from Linux machines, (b) from IBM machines, (c) with 10MB files from
Linux machines, (d) from IBM machines, (e) with 20MB files from Linux machines, (f) from IBM machines
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(a) get file from IBM machines to queenbee.loni.org

(b) get file from Linux machines to queenbee.loni.org

Figure 4.5: Dynamic Setting of Parallel Streams

(a) get file from IBM machines to queenbee.loni.org

(b) get file from Linux machines to queenbee.loni.org

Figure 4.6: Instant Throughput
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Figure 4.7: Performance measurement (a) without job aggregation; aggregation count vs number of parallel
jobs: (b) transfer over single data stream, (c) transfer over 32 streams; number of parallel jobs vs number of
multiple streams: (d) at most 2 jobs are aggregated, (e) at most 16 jobs are aggregated.
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Chapter 5
Failure-aware Data Placement Scheduling
Although latency and throughput are the main performance factors of data transfers both in highly distributed and closely coupled environments, usability and efficiency of distributed data transfers also depends
on some other aspects such as error detection and error reporting. Failure during data transfer in distributed
environment is quite common. The major drawback in distributed data transfer is that the user sometimes is
not aware of technical facts like the backend network connectivity failures. In most cases the users do not
have enough information to infer what went wrong during data transfer because they do not have access to
the remote resources, or messages got lost due to system malfunction. Tracking the problem and reporting
it back correctly to the user is important to give user a sense of a consistent system.
Distributed wide area networks differ from local area networks in terms of network topology, data transmission protocols, congestion management, latency, and bandwidth. High latency and limited bandwidth
are the basic network characteristics affecting data transfer performance in distributed network environments. Moreover, communication protocols in distributed environments have some idiosyncrasies. Security, authentication and authorization are some of the other important issues in distributed data transfers.
Since we deal with shared resources, even a simple file transfer over the Internet will be affected by many
of the above factors, and if there is a high failure rate, we need to pay close attention. Hence, developing an
efficient failure detection and recovery system for distributed networks is very crucial.
There has been many efforts to implement file transfer protocols over distributed environments conforming to the security framework of the overall system. These solutions should ideally exploit communication
channel to tune-up network and to satisfy high throughput and minimum transfer time [112, 30, 62]. Parallel
data transfers, concurrent connections, and tuning network protocols such as setting TCP buffer are some
of the techniques applied. On the other hand, detecting an erroneous situation as early as possible before
initiating the transfer, and reporting the reason of a failed transfer with useful information for recovery,
should also be studied in order to supply better quality of service in distributed data transfers.
Large-scale scientific and commercial applications consist of many relevant tasks to be executed in
geographically separated systems; such that, each stage retrieve information generated in previous stages
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and output information to be used in following stages. In complex workflows where execution processes
have data dependencies between each other, scheduling and ordering of data placement tasks not only
enhances the overall performance but also prevents failures and inefficient resource sharing [81, 79]. Users
usually do not have access to remote distributed resources and may not track the reason of a data transfer
failure. If underlying protocol is unable to return useful information about the cause of a failed transfer, it
is also inapplicable and not very useful for high level planners to develop fault tolerant structures.
Early error detection enables high level planners and workflow managers to have knowledge about a
possible failure and a malfunctioning service in the environment. Instead of starting the data transfer job
and waiting for failure to happen, those high level planners can simply search for another system or an
alternative service to transfer data. Besides, classification and reporting of erroneous cases will help us to
make better decisions.
The problem that we should consider first is the lack of sufficient information to clarify the reasons for a
failed data transfer. Our study has two main aspects: error detection and error reporting. In error detection,
we focus on making data placement scheduler aware whether destination host/service is available, and also
making the scheduler able to select suitable data placement transfer services. We also explore techniques
to trace an operation when transfer is in progress in order to detect failures and performance problems. In
error classification, we propose an elaborate error reporting framework to clarify and distinguish failures
with possible reasons. Moreover, we discuss the progress cycle of a data transfer operation in which several
steps are examined before actually starting the data transmission operation.
In this chapter, we study possible methodologies to detect errors during data transfers and methods to
efficiently report errors back to data placement schedulers. The outline of this chapter is as follows.
In Section 5.1, we explain possible methodologies for using network exploration techniques in early
error detection. In Section 5.2, we propose a structural failure detection mechanism and failure-aware
process cycle for data transfers. In Section 5.3, we analyze methods to keep track of operations while
transfer is in progress, and we venture into how to use those methods in Stork data placement scheduler.
In Section 5.4, we give details about our experiments and evaluation of proposed methods. And then, in
Section 5.5, we put our conclusion, and open research problems in the area.
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5.1

Early Error Detection with Network Exploration

Before initiating a data transfer operation in which source host will connect to a file transfer service running
on a remote server and transmit data over a network channel, it is important to get prior knowledge in order
to decrease error detection time. In addition, it is also useful at the time of scheduling to know whether
destination host and service is available or not; such that, a data transfer job which would fail because
destination host or service is not reachable, will not be processed until that error condition is recovered. In
addition to the advantage of prior error detection, information about active services in the target machine
would help data placement scheduler discover and use alternative transfer protocol.
The following five layers have been proposed in [74] as basic structure to make data intensive applications fault tolerant: (1) DNS resolve, (2) Host Alive, (3) Port Open, (4) Service Available, (5) Test service
(transfer test data before starting the actual data placement). Normally, only root privileged users have access to ICMP layer which is used to detect whether remote host is up or down (ping utility). On the other
hand, network scanners like Nmap [12, 13], are able to manage by directly accessing the Ethernet hardware
using specialized libraries and not using the underlying network layer. We recognize the need to implement
a service detection mechanism in which the following steps will be focused on: (1) DNS resolve, (2) Port
Open, (3) Service Available (a simple test to examine functionality of the data transfer service).
We have experimented network exploration and service detection techniques and used Nmap features
inside data placement operations to resolve host, scan predefined ports, and determine available services.
Network exploration definitely puts extra overhead, but according to our experiments, shown in Section
5.4, it provides much quicker detection and recovery if compared with a failure reported by a transfer
module without the ability of early error detection. One other possible drawbacks is that accessing network
for detection may bother system administrators. However, we use limited set of exploration techniques
to resolve host address and to explore given hosts also return available data transfer services. Therefore,
our integration only includes special functionalities such that Stork scheduler transfer modules return with
relevant error messages if availability of host and service is not justified.
Our proposed error reporting framework and a failure aware data transfer life cycle also benefits from
network exploration tools. In Appendix B, we have explained network exploration in details and give infor-
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mation about Nmap [12, 13], a network scanner tool, and then, we discuss our experiments with network
scanner implementations and clarify applicability of those mechanisms in data placement schedulers.

5.2

Failure Detection and Error Classification

Every data transfer protocol comes with different methodology for initiating and processing the data transfer
and also specific functionality in terms of authentication mechanism, protocol parameter control, and data
channel usage. We are limited by the capability of the underlying data transfer protocol in order to get any
information about a failure.
Although, data transfer protocols such as GridFTP notify if an error occurred and ensure the successful
transmission of data, there is no generic error code to classify failure reason in every protocol. Besides,
majority of those implementations are contented with returning error messages which are not specific and
not explaining the situation in the environment causing this error.
As an example, a data transfer tool may return an error reporting that communication is aborted after
a portion of a data file has been transmitted over the network. In such a case, there may be many reasons
resulting in this failure; the remote host server may be down, or file transfer service is not functioning
in the host, or file transfer service is not supporting some of the features requested, there may be a malfunctionality in the service protocol, or user credentials are not satisfied, or any other problem occurred in
the source server.
Besides stating the problem with proper reasons, a higher level planner or a data transfer scheduler
need information about the cause of a failure to perform the next action accordingly. If service or host
server is not available temporarily, data transmission can be repeated afterwards; If there is no enough space
in the remote server, another resource can be searched; if protocol is not supporting some features set to
enhance performance, suitable parameters can be applied; another protocol or another service using the
same protocol can be selected.

5.2.1

Framework for Error Detection and Classification

Our error reporting framework consists of generic operation types to capture information about progressing
stages of every operation supported by different protocols. We classify operation types into 7 categories, as
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can be seen in Figure 5.1. In the initialization phase, all parameters are set and connection is established to
control the protocol. Information about supported features of the target data transfer service is gathered in
feature select phase. In the configure phase, all parameters are set for tuning up the protocol or extending
some supported features. Next, we check existence and status of files or directories in the remote or local
data resources. Later, we perform the actual data transmit operation over the communication channel. After
transfer operation has completed, some simple tests, like looking at checksum and comparing size both
in source and destination, are performed to examine the successful transmission of data. Finally, there is
finalizing operation to successfully close connections, and deactivate specific modules, and clear unused
protocol handles.

Figure 5.1: Classification of Data Transfer Operations
The main purpose of classifying data transfer operation in several categories is to better understand at
which stage an error has occurred. File transfer protocol such as GridFTP will generate error codes and error
messages. However, proposed error reporting framework will help both users and higher level planners to
recognize the error condition such that in respect of the stage where error occurred different actions can be
taken.
The specific error messages returned by data transfer protocols may not be useful to classify and report error cases. In our structural model, we define each operation in a different stage and with specific error codes returned to the scheduler. First, status information of a file will be examined, and then
in the later stages, checksum or size of a file will be requested. Error Checksum Mismatch and Er46

ror Filesize Mismatch represent these type of errors in which we fail to verify the accuracy of the transferred data. In such a case, the scheduler may decide to retry transfering the file to ensure the accuracy of
the transferred data. We initialize required transfer handles, activate modules specific to the protocol and
prepare the system to connect and transmit information. A failure in the first stages shows that either the
protocol is not supported or a proper connection can not be established. We represent this type of errors
with the Error Protocol Initialization error code. If failure happens during the parameter configuration
phase, different set of tune-up options can be used to accomplish a successful transfer. We use a specific
error code, Error Unsupported Features to pass this information to the scheduler, so the transfer operation
can be initialized with some other parameters if possible. User specific errors such as invalid file names,
permission and authorization problems, or an attempt to get non-existing resource can be detected with this
error code. Those type of error are not recoverable, so the scheduler will not retry this transfer operation and
the operation will fail with error code Error User Specific. Figure 5.2 shows the interaction of operations
in the error reporting framework.

Figure 5.2: Interaction of Data Transfer Operation in the Error Reporting Framework
As an example, a directory transfer operation can fail if the file transfer protocol is not supporting
directory listing. In such a case, transfer will fail with error code Error Unsupported Features before
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proceeding to the transmit phase. Therefore, we can provide a better logging facility which can be parsed
and used by a higher level planner to get information in which stage operation failed. Besides, we can
also understand in which point an error has occurred in each operation stage. In order to capture errors
caused by network failures or mal-functionality in the protocol, we return the Error TRANSFER error code.
If we get an error after a file transfer operation has already been initiated and data transmission is started
for processing, we treat the problem according to the fact that a problem may occurred in the network or
remote site. An error condition may have different meanings whether it is before or after processing state
in the operation. The network problem can be temporary, so the scheduler is supposed to retry the transfer
operation after ensuring that erreneous condition has been recovered. An error condition may have different
meanings whether it is before or after processing state in the operation. We give more details about this
issue in the following section.
Categorizing possible operations in data transfers also provides more legible reporting in terms of users
such that we do not need to deal with protocol specific error messages generated by different tools. On the
other hand, data transfer tools and programming APIs are capable of reporting errors. Moreover, programming APIs and protocol specific tools are the best possible sources to get specific error messages. Thus,
the proposed framework and categorization is not an alternative to the error reporting capabilities of the
protocol specific tools or APIs. Rather, it is on top of them and using error messages generated to keep the
condition in each phase.

5.3

Structural Failure Detection and Error Reporting

We propose to examine availability of the remote server and functionality of file transfer service before
initiating the transfer. As it has been discussed in previous section, we can easily test whether we can
access the remote host over the network. By using the network exploration techniques, we can also detect
available services running on remote site. The Error Host Down error code is returned when the remote
host is unaccessible over the network. Later, we check whether we can access the remote port that data
transfer service is running on; the Error Port Closed is returned if the remote port is closed. One further
step is to examine the functionality of the file transfer protocol such that we ensure it is responding as
expected before starting the actual data transfer job. This can be accomplished by some simple file transfers
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Figure 5.3: Error Reporting Framework for Data Transfer Operations
or by executing basic functions in the client interface of the protocol. The Error Service Failure error code
is returned if the data transfer protocol is not responding according to its specifications.
A data transfer operation which passed all initial tests and which has been started, can fail after transferring some amount of data. In order to better understand the reason behind failure, we go further and perform
initial tests again after an error occurred. We do not rely only on the error messages generated by transfer
tools of client interfaces. As an example, a failure in a data transfer operations can be due to a network
problem, host machine failure, or interruption in the service running on remote site. We explore the remote
machine after a failure is received with the Error TRANSFER error code. Applying network and service
tests, and also protocol examination will enable us to decide on whether we should retry and start again the
data transfer operation. Therefore, we have seperate error codes for network explorations tests applied to
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remote host after a failed transfer.
First, we check whether we can access the remote machine on wide-area network. Determining the
availability of the remote site does not bring serious overhead. In order to perform a remote file transfer, we
need to activate the data transfer module, initiate the client interfaces, and connect to the service. Examining
the network and then initiating the connection is much more efficient, if operation will fail due to a network
problem.
After testing the connection availability, we perform service detection techniques such that we ensure the
requested service is running in the remote site. This step has twofolds; we simply detect a possible failure
due to unavailable service in the target host, and we can use the information of other available services to
use an alternative protocol in data transfer.
The next step is checking whether remote service is functioning properly. This step has a crucial role
in early error detection such that misconfiguration or any other problems in data transfer service can be
detected here. Network failures other than server-related problems can be detected in previous stages, but if
remote service is malfunctioning we do not need to wait to recover or to retry the operation.
We have prepared a testbed to detect possible erroneous cases in distributed data transfers and used
GridFTP as our file transfer protocol. GridFTP client API [7, 32] provides an asynchronous mechanism
such that operations are started and callback functions are called by the interface asynchronously. In order
to prepare an error case which can not be reported and detected by current tools like globus-url-copy [6], we
temporarily modified the configuration of the test server and change the hostname of the machine. GridFTP
server program continued on execution properly and responded as expected to client calls provided by
client interface. However, it has never responded with a callback to the client due to the misconfiguration
in the server. GridFTP uses two communication channels; one for control operations and the other for data
communication. One possible reason behind this situation is that data channel connection could not be
established.
Globus-url-copy and client interface of GridFTP are not capable of detecting such an erroneous case. In
our experiments, they both stacked and continued waiting for a callback call which will never be received.
In our proposed structural framework, we test the connectivity and communication network beforehand.
We are able to determine an approximate value about the round trip time and we can set a timeout for data
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transfer operations. In the protocol test stage, if we cannot get response within this timeout limit, we can
mark this service as faulty on the remote host.
As it has been described in section 5.2, it is also important to understand in which stage an error has
occurred. If file transfer operation is interrupted due to host or service inaccessibility, the data scheduler
or higher level planners can issue this operation later when error case has recovered. However, some other
actions should be taken if there is a failure due protocol mis-functionality or permission error on the remote
server. During our experiments with GridFTP, the most common error message returned by the client
interface was closed connection by remote host. This error appeared not only for network problems but also
certificate and permission issues in the remote system such that GridFTP server could not establish the data
connection. In such a case, it is very much useful to perform initial network tests and understand the reason
of the failure.
Therefore, we propose a structural error reporting framework in which data transfer operation is surrounded by particular tests scenarios. As it can be seen in Figure 5.3, we apply network and protocol tests
even after a failed data transfer operation in order to classify erroneous cases. The purpose of those network
and protocol examinations is not only detecting errors as early as possible but also reporting errors with as
much detail as possible.

Figure 5.4: Data Transfer Life Cycle
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5.3.1

Tracing Data Transfer Operations

Exploring performance and failure issues while transfer is in progress is quite difficult. We have discussed
problems that can occur in the network connection and we studied possible solutions methodologies. As
can be seen in Figure 5.4, we also perform tests for network and service availability at the end of a failed
transfer in order to detect and mark a network problem. However, it is hard to trace if we have a problem
while transfer is in progress. Therefore, we searched for possible techniques to trace a data transfer operation
in order to detect failures and problems as soon as possible and report them to the data placement scheduler.
The GridFTP server may not return back any data in the data channel due to some misconfiguration
or some other server side problem. If the callback function defined in GridFTP protocol is not executed,
the client will hang since it has been waiting for an answer from the server. During the data transmit
phase, which is defined in the structural error detection framework, we can benefit from tracing the running
executable if we can capture useful information such as the amount of data transferred and the number of
connections opened.
We have searched dynamic system tracing facilities and studied Dtrace [44, 45]. Dtrace brings the ability
to dynamically instrument user-level and kernel-level application. It provides a C-like control language
to define predicates and actions at a given point of instrumentation [45]. Dtrace architecture consists of
basically providers, probes, actions and predicates. A probe is a programmable sensor such that it fires
when the registered event happens [3]. If the predicate expression if validated, then the action is triggered.
Providers offer the probes to the Dtrace framework such that they pass control to the Dtrace when a probe
is registered [45, 3]. There are providers for monitoring scheduling service, system calls, I/O devices, and
I/O requests, IP, virtual memory, etc [45].
Dtrace and similar tools have great importance in terms of dynamically tracing a running system. Many
example scripts for performance monitoring are provided [3]; moreover, there is an effort on developing
Dtrace network providers for network observability [45].On the other hand, there are also alternative tools
like systemTap [22] in which we are also able to track reads and writes on socket initiated by the process.
The asynchronous property of GridFTP protocol makes it hard to track an operation when transfer is in
progress. We first initiate a transfer operation and register read/write functions with appropriate callback
functions, and then, wait callback functions to be executed. We studied instrumentation techniques to trace
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our client application in order to understand the reason behind the error case where client hangs and waits
forever. Using dynamic system tracking tools, we can see that there is no data transmission in progress, and
we can make decision about the error condition.
Moreover, there are many other data transfer tools for specific protocol and we may not want to implement them from scratch according to the error reporting framework. Therefore, tracing the data placement
application using external tools will enable us to capture the system calls, track network connections, and
get information about the amount of data sent and received, and will help us to solve many other system
related issues.

5.3.2

Integration of Failure-aware Scheduling

Scientific applications have become more data intensive like business applications; moreover, data management happens to be more demanding than computational requirements in terms of needed resources [64, 52].
Importance of data scheduling is emphasized by [81], and data has been stated as a first class citizen in the
overall structure. Data placement is a coordinated movement of any information between related steps in
the general execution workflow. Data placement is not limited to only information transfer over a network;
however, one common use-case is to transfer data between servers in different domains using wide-area
network. Data placement scheduler should be able to make rapid choices and dynamically adapt itself to
changing situations.
We propose a virtual connection layer inside the data placement scheduler to keep track of network
statistics. The data scheduler opens a virtual channel for every source-destination pair encountered so far,
and updates network information such as host accessibility, available data transfer services. Whether an
error condition has encountered, the status of the virtual channel is updated. Therefore, the scheduler can
use this information and delay data transfer jobs which are requesting the virtual channel that has been
marked as faulty.
The scheduler has a modular architecture such that data placement jobs are executed by external transfer
modules [78]. Before initiating a transfer operation, we register for a virtual channel and update information
about the connectivity and availability according to initial tests. Later, we also keep the statistics about
failed jobs in the virtual channel. The concept of virtual communication channel defined as an abstract
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level inside the data scheduler, enables us to utilize previous status information of failed operations. The
error reporting framework and tracing transfer operations are sub-processes besides the main central data
placement manager serving for better scheduling decisions. Figure 5.5 represents the overall structure of a
data placement scheduler.

Figure 5.5: Integration of Structural Failure Detection and Error Reporting Framework into Data Placement
Scheduler

5.4

Evaluation of Data Placement System Structure

We have prepared a testbed in which erroneous conditions are injected into data transfers to test our proposed
structure. For our experiments, we used data files from the Scoop project [21, 97] for hurricane Gustav
simulations.Our test environment includes LONI [9] machines and also one another server in the same
network in which we have full administrative access to modify system specific attributes and generate errors
for testing purpose. First, we examine the performance of early error detection system that is using network
explorations techniques. We simple scheduled multiple data transfer operations with small (from 1MB to
100MB) and large files (from 1GB to 2GB) with and without early error detection module, and then, we
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Table 5.1: Experiments with and without Network Exploration
Successful Transfers
network rtt=0.548 ms

small files
large files
network rtt=5.131 ms small files
large files

Average
Transfer time
4.505 (secs)
32.245 (secs)
10.505 (secs)
92.245 (secs)

Overhead of
EarlyDetection
0.025 (secs)
0.046 (secs)
0.36 (secs)
0.46 (secs)

(a) Overhead of Early Error Detection for Successful Transfers

Error Recognition Time
firewall blocking
service unavailable

without
network exploration
0.28 (secs)
3.01 (secs)

with
network exploration
0.001 (secs)
0.001 (secs)

(b) Benefit of Network Detection Feature

take average values of total transfer times to examine the overhead of network exploration. As can be seen
in Table 5.2(a), overhead is ignorable; besides, early error detection module provides faster recognition of
the network error, shown in Table 5.3(b). We also would like to emphasize the benefit of accurate and more
precise error classification system we have proposed to be utilized in decision making process of the data
placement scheduler.
Next, we have experimented the impact of error detection and classification in data transfer scheduling.
We used 250 data transfer jobs submitted to Stork scheduler and injected different types of errors into
the system while the scheduler is performing given requests. Simply, we change the permission of target
directories, forced certification to be expired; such that, the problem in the data transfer occurs because of
misconfiguration or improper settings of input output parameters. Besides, there are other types of errors
due to server or network outages which can or can not be recovered later. We measure the makespan for
all jobs in the system with error classification and without error classification. As expected, scheduler does
better decision and do not retry failed jobs if erroneous case cannot be recovered. Results presented in
Figure 5.6 show a heavily loaded queue in which all data transfer jobs are submitted initially. It takes longer
to complete all jobs when there is no classification, since scheduler retries the failed jobs assuming they can
be recovered in the next run. With error classification, failed jobs are classified according to the error states
where problems occur, so we do not retry every failed operation. Early error detection feature provides fully
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classification and data transfer jobs that will fail are detected in advance, so those jobs are not scheduled
at all. However, the condition leading to failure may disappear later. Failures are detected beforehand and
those jobs are scheduled when the problematic condition has been resolved. Therefore, we see almost the
same performance with early detection and recovery if compared to the case without any failure.

Figure 5.6: Evaluation of Error Detection and Classification
Stork, the data placement scheduler, checks network connection and availability of the data transfer
protocol. We have implemented error detection and classification as new features inside Stork. Moreover,
ee propose a generic framework and we have also tested our model with other data transfer protocols like
iRods [17].
New data transfer modules are also able to verify the successful completion of the operation by controlling checksum and file size. Moreover, we have also implemented checkpointing for GridFTP operations
such that Stork transfer module can recover from a failed operation by restarting from the last transmitted
file. In case of a retry from a failure, scheduler informs the transfer module to recover and restart the transfer
using the information from a rescue file created by the checkpoint-enabled transfer module.
A sample for Stork job submission is shown in the following:
[
dest_url = "gsiftp://eric1.loni.org/scratch/user/";
arguments = -p 4 dbg -vb";
src_url = "file:///home/user/test/";
dap_type = "transfer";
verify_checksum = true;
verify_filesize = true;
set_permission = "755" ;
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recursive_copy = true;
network_check = true;
checkpoint_transfer = true;
output = "user.out";
err = "user.err";
log = "userjob.log";
]

Performance analysis shows that proposed framework does not put extra stress on transfer operations.
The overhead incurred by error detection approach is negligible. Besides, network exploration methods
provide much quicker detection and recovery if compared with a failure reported by a transfer module
without the ability of early error detection.

5.5

Discussion on Failure Recognition

One interesting study investigating reasons behind failures in large scale production Grids uses data mining
techniques to explore the relationship between failures and environmental properties [48]. Troubleshooting
via data mining has been applied to diagnose reason behind a failure in real workloads, like many jobs
running in a campus Grid. Failures have been classified according to execution environments, job and machine properties; such that, predefined decision points lead to correlations that are indicating main reasons
of erroneous cases [48]. On the other hand, the proposed system does not aim immediate error detection.
In our study, we focus on detecting erroneous cases on the fly and make scheduling decisions according to
failure classification.
The importance of error propagation and categorization of errors in Grid computing has been mentioned
clearly in [102]. This study builds a theory for error propagation which provides more robust distributed
environment by considering the scope of errors. The new structure has three types; implicit, explicit and
escaping errors [102]. An implicit error represents an invalid functionality. Explicit errors are due to an
inability to accomplish the requested operation [102]. Explicit and escaping errors are connected to our
focus in error classification; however, this error scope has been basically designed for Java Universe in
Condor. We essentially concentrate on errors in data transfers for large scale applications.
A fault tolerant middleware has been described in [74] for data intensive distributed applications by
examining the environmental conditions and classifying failures such that a suitable strategy can be applied
to handle operations in a transient way. It uses log information from the job scheduler and the data place57

ment scheduler and takes the next action according to user policies [74]. We extend the error detection
by including network exploration techniques and also proposed a better and more detailed classification
methodology. In contrast, we explicitly focus on data transfers and our system structure handles operation
in the perspective of data transfer scheduling without interfering the other components in the system.
Error detection and error classification have not been studied in detail for distributed data transfers. On
the other hand, failure detection and error reporting are not only important issues in fault tolerant architectures, but also crucial in designing and planning the overall system architecture. We explore several
mechanisms for early error detection and we define a structural framework for error classification. Moreover, we describe a data transfer process cycle in which main focus is to determine the erroneous situation
in distributed data transfers. We have tested some of the features and implemented transfer modules to
be used inside Stork, the data placement scheduler. In the near future, we are also planning to reshape
Stork scheduling architecture according to the information gathered from detection steps and information
obtained from error reporting framework. The data transfer life cycle explained in this study is intended
to be the failure aware process cycle in Stork data placement scheduler. We have tested our system with
105,000 data transfer jobs for the movement of the Hurricane Gustav dataset from the Scoop project. From
first hand experience, we believe that implementation of error detection and classification is unavoidable
in large sets of data transfers. We underline once more the importance of developing failure aware data
placement scheduling methodologies.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
Scientific applications have become more data intensive; moreover, data management happens to be more
demanding than computational requirements in terms of needed resources. ‘Data-aware computing’ is a
new design paradigm integrating every element in the system hierarchy based on data access requirements
of large-scale applications.
There has been several recent studies investigating new approaches for data management and data transfer in distributed systems. One approach is scheduling the distributed jobs close to the data in order to
reduce the data transfer and I/O overhead [91, 93]. Another approach is to handle data placement jobs as
a major element in the overall workflow affecting scheduling decision and the execution of compute jobs
[79].
Prior knowledge about the environment, and awareness of the actual reason behind a failure, would
enable the data placement scheduler to make better scheduling decisions. We have studied network exploration techniques in order to classify and detect network error as early as possible. Stork [79, 77], our data
placement scheduler, checks the network connection and the accessibility of the data transfer protocol beforehand, with the help of a new network exploration module. This feature also enables us to select amongst
the available data transfer services provided by a storage site.
Our experiments show that current data transfer protocols are not always able to generate adequate log
information. Therefore, we focus on tracing the transfer job and preparing the infrastructure to explore
dynamic instrumentation while transfer is in progress.
Latency between interconnects is one of the bottlenecks in data access - not only in distributed systems
but also in microprocessor architecture. It is one of the reasons for an important limitation, memory wall, in
microprocessor [58]. There are many studies that optimize network protocols to enhance wide area transfers
by maximizing bandwidth utilization [110]. In addition to tuning TCP network parameters, there are also
dynamic tuning tools for configuring buffer size and number of parallel streams on the fly [71, 60]. Even
though it is considered as a TCP-unfriendly activity [75], tuning has its benefits. Our experiments emphasize
the importance of tuning data transfers in wide-area networks.
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Methodologies applied in BitTorrent-like peer-to-peer file sharing systems [46, 96] can also be integrated into data-aware computing for faster download of data chunks from multiple sources. We have been
investigating the effects of multi-source transfers by implementing specific transfer modules in Stork. We
have studied possible metrics affecting data placement in various scenarios [42]. We use historical data to
tune up the network transfers and also to make better scheduling decisions based on those metrics [112].
On the other hand, trying to optimize these parameters all at once is a complex problem, especially in
a case where there are multiple ongoing transfers. The data scheduler has the ability to collect information
from multiple sites/links at the same time. It then uses the global knowledge to perform multi-parameter
optimization to improve multiple transfers.
Since several data transfer tasks can share the common links and resources, we think that a virtual
connection layer inside the data scheduler would help to keep track of network statistics for each data
transfer. The virtual communication channel would enable the scheduler to apply network predictions to all
transfers with a global knowledge of the system.
Reordering and aggregation of I/O requests have been studied in massively parallel architectures [68,
104]. Moreover, I/O forwarding and caching is crucial in supercomputers with many nodes in order to limit
the number of I/O request sent to file servers.
We have successfully applied job aggregation in Stork such that total throughput is increased by reducing
the number of transfer operations. According to the file size and source/destination pairs, data placement
jobs are combined and processed as a single transfer job. Information about the aggregated job is stored in
the job queue and it is tied to a main job which is actually performing the transfer operation such that it can
be queried and reported separately.
We have seen vast performance improvement, especially with small data files, simply by combining data
placement jobs based on their source or destination addresses. We measure the performance effect of the aggregation count (the maximum number of requests combined into a single transfer), along with the number
of parallel streams and the number of simultaneous jobs running at the same time. The main performance
gain comes from decreasing the amount of protocol usage and reducing the number of independent network
connections. Thus, Stork makes better use of underlying infrastructure by coordinating and arranging data
placement jobs.
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Some recent studies are trying to reduce the amount of data to be ‘actually’ transferred between remote
hosts. One method is exploiting the similarities between data objects using file handprints. The technique
skips transfering chunks of a file that can be found in the local repository using constant number of lookups
[88, 89]. Similarity detection is known in the literature [85]. Similar techniques are also implemented in
archival storage [90, 50] such that the chunk level similarity is used to reduce copying duplicate blocks by
computing checksum for each block.
One recent study [40] uses metadata information along with the semantic structure of the data to reduce
the size of the actual data files, and to re-generate the data in the remote site instead of transferring the
file from the data archive. Semantic compression has a broad perspective and it is successfully applied to
compact database files [72]. Since data generated by scientific applications are usually structured, semantic
analysis and semantic compression are also important research topics in Data Grids in terms of performance
issues. We are still investigating possible approaches to exploit similarities and semantic analysis to be
automatically applied in distributed data placement jobs inside the Stork scheduler.
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Appendix A
Data Management in Computer Architecture
Early chip architectures were designed only for specific purposes. The von Neumann architecture brought
the stored program model in which instructions are also stored as data. The basic von Neumann architecture, shown in Figure A.1, simply consists of a control unit designed to interact with other devices in the
computer, an arithmetic logic unit designed for calculations, and a memory unit storing both data and instructions. Intel 8086 8-bit processor was one of the first processors designed based on stored programming
model [98, 63]. It basically consists of an execution unit and an address translation unit to send and receive
data from memory.

A.1

Microprocessor Evolution

In the early models, accessing data was one of the major problems as it is still a crucial issue today; such
that, data retrieval from memory to execution unit is slow due to the speed of memory and also the latency in
the interconnect between memory and CPU. Figure A.2 shows a very fundamental model for the processor
organization.
The x86 line processors presented a new concept known as out order processing for this latency problem
[67]. Instructions include load and store operations to or from memory to retrieve data which is associated
with the execution of operands. An out of order processor has a re-order buffer to store instructions, so
some of them can be executed before others in the given sequence; and, such a straightforward ordering
can improve the memory latency. Memory access operations (load/store) are supposed to take more CPU

Figure A.1: von Neuman Architecture
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Figure A.2: Basic Instruction Flow

Figure A.3: Harvard Architecture
cycles than arithmetic operations (add/multiply), so instead of wasting CPU time some other operands are
executed while waiting for the data to be retrieved.
The Harvard Architecture, shown in Figure A.3, is a model in which separate memory spaces are used
for instructions and data, so there will be no contention for the communication bus [98]. Cache system is
one of the main improvements reducing the waiting time for memory access. Most of the memory accesses
are repetitive; therefore, instructions and then the necessary data for those instructions can be fetched to
memory before they begin to execute. Possible instructions that might be executed in the next few cycles
are stored into L1 or L2 cache waiting to be accessed by the CPU without any memory latency. Moreover,
there has been a lot effort on improving caching algorithms and current caching methodologies are quite
effective such that almost accurate branch predictions can be made by pre-fetchers.
Another enhancement in microprocessors is the SIMD instructions in which a special single intruction is
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run over multiple data items. The SIMD was available with Intel MMX technology. Then, streaming SIMD
extensions (SSE) were introduced. System performance become better with faster chips and we started to
use multiple cores. Hyper Transport has been introduced to enable high bandwidth and high bandwidth
communication data bus between multiple cores [109]. Another improvement was the Integrated Memory
Controller in which the memory controller is directly integrated inside the architecture.
Microprocessors have evolved and changed quietly [63]. Besides, the complexity of processors with
many internal layers has resulted in more efficient and fast computing even at lower clock speeds. For
example, Intel multi-core architecture includes many layers such as instruction fetch, decode, instruction
queues, dispatch unit and reorder buffer, and separate units for floating point, integer and load/store operations [67, 98]. New generation CPUs, though they are CISC architectures, also use the pipeline concept
heavily to provide more number of instructions executed per cycle. Execution cores contains separate units
to allow more than one instruction simultaneously; as an example, Intel core has fetch, decode, execute, and
retire units, so up to four full instruction can be executed at the same time.
One important issue is that data load/store operations are dealt with different parts in the overall system.
Efficient data access is maybe the most important concern effecting performance. Cache management algorithms and memory access approaches like Intel Smart Memory Access and utilization of L1 and L2 caches
enhance the performance by reducing the latency. Intel’s memory disambiguation architecture uses special
algorithms to predict whether a load instruction depends on previous store operation, so it can be scheduled
before preceding store instructions to obtain the highest level of parallelism [98, 109].

A.2

Limits in Microprocessor Architecture

Program behavior and memory access have increasingly become more important in microprocessor architecture design as die density and processor speed increase due to developments in silicon technology. Microprocessors evolved very rapidly and computing power improved more than estimated projections in past
years [58], but microprocessor architecture is limited by physical device barriers and also practical bounds.
Since physical limits have almost been reached, processor design should be implemented considering the
current technology in hardware and the knowledge about user behaviour [58].
We are able to implement significantly more devices on a given circuit area such that improvement in
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reducing the feature size enabled smaller device dimensions and the area a chip occupies decreases by the
square of the scaling factor [58]. On the other hand, device delay is linearly related with the feature size
[58]. As feature size shrinks, device size shrinks as the square of the feature size, and device speed improves
linearly by feature size [58]. The problem is that interconnect delays between any two points does not scale
linearly as it has been observed in device speed. The delay associated with local interconnects hinders the
increase in microprocessor speed, and this leads to new designs in which more compact functional units with
minimum interconnections are used and architectural structures are implemented focusing on minimizing
the effect of local interconnect delay [58, 67, 63].
Due to lack of linear scaling in interconnect delay as feature size shrinks, clock speed has increased
much slower than it happened in the past [58]. Another important limit in microprocessor architecture is
memory access time. Availability of smaller devices enabled more memory per chip. Memory density and
capacity increased excessively. However, larger memory means that interconnect lines should cover larger
number of devices and memory access time is likely to be limited by local interconnects. Memory access
time has not improved much as memory chip capacity increased due to poor scaling of interconnects[67, 58].
Therefore, hierarchical memory systems, cache and buffer subsystems have been developed to match the
increase in processor cycle time. Since memory access time almost remained constant during the evolution
of microprocessors, there have been several solutions in memory structure design. Instead of having one big
memory array, it has been implemented in such a way that memory capacity has been divided into multiple
arrays to reduce the effect of interconnect delays [58].
Memory access time is a crucial bottleneck since number of instructions executable in a memory access
time increases as processor cycle time improved and enhanced instruction level parallelism has been used
[63]. There is a maximum logical memory latency such that applications will see no performance beyond
that memory wall [58]. Therefore, overall performance is limited with memory latency and bandwidth. One
solution is large cache usage to minimize the hit rate and with large cache line sizes, so required memory
bandwidth is increased.
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Figure A.4: Front End / Back End

A.3

Discussion on Microprocessor Design

One of the key innovations is the pipelined execution which characterizes the performance increase in the
development of microprocessor design. Instruction execution has been divided into sub-steps to increase the
operational speed of each step using specialized execution units, so it does speed up the program execution
time. The lifecycle of an instruction consist several steps [98]. First, instructions are fetched and decoded
in the instruction register. Then, they are sent to the ALU to perform the coded operation. Finally, result is
written back to the register file. In terms of architectural division, an instruction starts in the fetch phase,
moves to decode phase, and it is sent to the execution phase, then to the write phase.
Conceptually, a microprocessor is divided into two parts as front-end and back-end [98], shown in
FigA.4. Front-end corresponds to control and I/O units which are communicating with the main memory.
Instructions flow through back-end from front-end to enter write and execute phases in the pipeline [98].
The basic idea in a pipelined architecture is increasing the throughput of instruction processing by using
small stages. Memory-access is the main cause of pipeline stalls [98]. While waiting data from main
memory, processor can complete many instructions. Therefore, caching techniques have been used to meet
the speed difference between main memory hardware. Another issue is the case where branch instruction
are encountered such that pipeline should be refilled. In order to get the targeted performance, pipeline
stages should always be filled up with instructions. Thus, new techniques like branch prediction, instruction
and data caching are used to support pipeline architecture which has been designed to gain performance by
exploiting the sequential flowing nature of instructions.
Separate integer execution units and separate memory-access units have been used to exploit the super-
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Figure A.5: The Pentium’s pipeline [98]
scalar design and increase the performance. Figure A.5 gives the overall structure of Pentium pipeline [98].
Memory-access instructions like load, store and branch are handled with separate units inside the microprocessor. Load/store units are responsible for the transfer of data from and to memory and also responsible
for address generation. Likewise, branch execution unit is used for conditional and unconditional branch
instructions such that instructions are fetched beforehand.
There has been a speed gap between memory and processor such that many processor cycles are required
to load data from main memory into registers and execution units. Besides, very fast memory is quite
expensive. As a result, smaller amount of memory -cache memory - which is faster and expensive have
been placed between processor and main memory to fill the speed gap. Usually, there are multiple cache
layers; i.e. L1 cache is the smallest and fastest memory closest to the processor [98].
Additionally, execution stages are split into execution units and also into multiple pipelines [98]. Instructions are dispatched to multiple execution units by static scheduling in which hard-coded rules are used to
check if they can be processed in parallel. Instructions from decode stage flow into a buffer where they wait
to be scheduled for optimal execution into the execution units. Buffering instructions and reordering them
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Figure A.6: Static Scheduling [98]
to be sent to the execution units out of order is called dynamic scheduling, and this has been accomplished
by buffering before the execution phase [98]. We access register files in parallel in a pipeline architecture
despite the fact that they are given in order in the program. Therefore, hidden register files are used such that
results are committed in the final write phase. Figure A.6 and A.7 gives details about static scheduling and
dynamic scheduling with issue buffers. Figure A.9 represents the basic architecture of Pentium 4 [109, 98].
The Pentium Pro architecture, shown in Figure A.8, has a special branch unit in the front end. Instructions are fetched and decoded, and then sent to the reorder buffer. Reservation station inside the back-end
dispatch instructions to sent to separate execution units. By the release of Pentium Pro, a separate load
store unit is used [109]. The fetch/decode bandwidth of front-end and execution bandwidth of back-end are
separated with this buffering methodology. In P6 architecture, reorder buffer has 40 entries; and in each
field, there is a tracking entry field to keep the original program order, and a data field to keep the result for
register renaming [109, 98]. Moreover, reservation station can hold up to 20 instructions to search for the
optimal scheduling decision among those instructuons. Intel started to use larger L1 cache in Pentium II
[98]. Larger cache enhanced the performance by keeping the pipeline full. Figure A.9 represents the basic
architecture of Pentium 4.
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Figure A.7: Dynamic Scheduling with Issue Buffers [98]

Figure A.8: The Pentium Pro [109, 98]
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Figure A.9: Pentium 4: Basic Architecture [109, 98]
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Appendix B
Network Exploration
Network exploration is a commonly used methodology in system and network administration for network
inventory, host and service monitoring, and especially for security audits.
Moreover, today’s security scanners are able to gather lots of useful information from remote network
computers. Network discovery tools can determine name and version of offered services, presence of firewalls, type of packet filtering methods, filtered ports, device types, and even vendor of network cards in
local area networks [25, 13].
We can basically classify network mapping into the following sub-categories [13]: (a) Host Discovery,
(b) Port Scanning, (c) Version Detection, (d) OS Detection.
Host discovery is defined by detecting available hosts on a network. Most common approach is to use
”ping” utility to determine whether a host is reachable or not across an IP network. Ping sends ICMP echo
request packets and waits for a corresponding ICMP echo response from a target the computer machine,
then calculates the round-trip time [24]. Operating system detection is accomplished by TCP/IP stack
fingerprints [23]. TCP/IP flag settings may vary from one TCP stack implementation to another. Different
implementations respond differently if incrorrect data is sent. Thus, a combination of data is sent to the
system in order to discover its version according to the response [8]. In service detection, we first connect
once an open port is found, and then, wait for the initial welcome banner because common services like
FTP, SSH usually identify themselves in the welcome banner [18]. Basically, service scanners connect to
the port and compare returned data in order to determine the program using that port.

B.1

Port Scanning

Port scanning is one basic technique used by system administrators to find out open ports in order to check
the security of the computer. There are 65535 port numbers in TCP/IP, and they have been categorized in
three ranges [8, 24, 11]: Well known ports (0-1023), Registered Ports (1024-49151), Dynamic/Private Ports
(49152-65535).
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A port scan to a specific port results in generally three states [8]. If host sends back a reply, it shows that
the port is open, and a there is a service listening on that port. If reply says that the connection is denied,
port status is closed and there is no service listening on that port. The third port status is filtered or blocked
in which no response from the target host is sent back.
Port scanning has been classified as portscan, which searches a single host for open ports, and portsweep,
which searches multiple hosts on a network to find a specific open port [11]. The simplest port scanning
technique is TCP scan in which network function of the underlying operating system is used such that user
does not require special privileges. In TCP scan, connect() system call returns success if port is open and
listening, otherwise port is not accessible. However, this method will easily will be detected and logged by
the system. Therefore, there are also many other techniques to proceed not be detected by auditing utilities.
Port scanning methodology has been classified as follows [24]: (1) TCP connect() scanning (2) TCP
SYN (half-open) scanning, (3) TCP FIN (stealth) scanning, (4) TCP ftp proxy (bounce attach scanning),
(5) SNY/FIN (fragmented IP packets) scanning, (6) UDP recvfrom() scanning, (7) UDP raw ICMP port
unreachable scanning, (8) ICMP scanning (ping-sweep), (9) Reverse-ident scanning.
In TCP SYN-scan, which is usually known as half-open scan, we do not rely on provided network
functions such that port scanner send a raw IP packet and gets the response. Instead of using TCP three-way
handshake protocol, a SYN packet is sent pretending that a real connection will be opened [24, 8]. If port is
open and listening, a SIN—ACK packet would be received. Otherwise, RST packet will be sent back from
target host. When port scanner receives a SIN—ACK packet and determines port is open, it immediately
closes the connection by sending a RST packet back [24, 8]. The advantage of half-open scan is that this
access to the port is not logged by many systems.
Using raw IP packet gives full control in TCP stack, but root privileges are required to prepare custom
IP packets. On the other hand, sophisticated scanning tools provide specialized network libraries and novel
ways to use of raw IP packets [13].
Another stealth scanning technique is sending a FIN packet and attempting to close a connection which
is not open. It is expected that operating system will generate an error and will reply back an RST packet if
the target port is closed. If port is open, the sent packet will just be ignored and no response to the scanner
indicates there is a service listening on that port. However, operating system may not behave as expected
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and reply back always with RST packets to FIN requests [24, 8].
In fragmented packet scanning, TCP header is divided into several IP fragments [24, 8]. Since packet
filters do not usually queue all IP fragments, port scanner can bypass the firewall. In ftp bounce attack scanning, port scanner take advantage of the vulnerability of ftp server which supports proxy ftp connections.
Ftp servers accept a request which ask the server to open a data connection to a third party host on a given
port [24]. Generated response code will help port scanner to identify the port and hide where scan attach is
coming from.
In UDP scan, it is expected that system will response with ICMP port unreachable message if port is
not open [24]. Non-privileged users cannot access this unreachable error message, but operating system can
indirectly inform the user and scanner can determine port availability according to the difference in returned
error messages [24]. ICMP echo packets are used to determine host availability. In ident scan, we take
advantage of the ident service which gives information about the user that owns the service running on a
specific port, so scanner can determine whether port is open and active [24].

B.2

Practice in Port Scanning

We have studied simple port scanners which support TCP connect() scan and SYN scan. In SYN scan, root
privileges are required in order to use raw IP packets. Also, we have implemented a simple port scanner
using TCP connect scanning technique. Our initial effort to write a network exploration function enabled
Stork to detect whether remote host and service is available, before initiating the data transfer jobs. We have
integrated host exploration feature in Stork scheduler transfer modules such that data placement jobs return
with relevant error messages if availability of host and service is not justified.
$./stork.transfer.globus-url-copy ftp://virtdev/tmp/a gsiftp://virdtdev/tmp/b
Transferring from: ftp://virtdev/tmp/a to: gsiftp://virtdev/tmp/b with arguments:
$cat out.7478
Network error: can not resolve destination host - virdtdev !
$ ./stork.transfer.globus-url-copy file://virttest/tmp/a gsiftp://virtdev/tmp/b
Transferring from: file://virttest/tmp/a to: gsiftp://virtdev/tmp/b with arguments:
$cat out.7585
Network error: destination port virtdev:2811 is not open !
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B.3

Practice with Nmap

Nmap is an open source tool for network mapping and security scanning. It uses raw IP packages in a ”novel
way” for network exploration and service detection [13]. Nmap is a very powerful tool and it is extremely
fast,and does not use the underlying network layer in the operating system. After its first version, many new
features such as better detection algorithms, new scan types and supported protocols have been developed
in the following versions [12, 13]. Besides many useful characteristics, Nmap provides XML output format
to be easily interpreted.
A typical Nmap scan is shown below:
$ nmap -A -p1-10000 -d gridhub.cct.lsu.edu
.......
DNS resolution of 1 IPs took 0.00s. Mode: Async [#: 4, OK: 1, NX: 0, DR: 0, SF: 0, TR: 1, CN: 0]
........
PORT
STATE SERVICE
VERSION
22/tcp
open ssh
OpenSSH 3.6.1p2 (protocol 2.0)
2222/tcp open ssh
OpenSSH 3.9p1 NCSA_GSSAPI_3.5 GSI (protocol 1.99)
2811/tcp open ftp
vsftpd or WU-FTPD
......

Nmap relies on the expected behavior of network services such that its performance was poor like other
simpler scanners when target host was a well configured computer for security.
We have implemented a special functionality to be called inside Stork data placement scheduler, which
is capable of using nmap techniques to resolve host name and to explore given hosts also return available
services. This utility, which is basically calling Nmap objects, is dependent on many external Nmap network
libraries to access raw Ethernet layer.
On the other hand, parsing XML output returned by Nmap utility is an easier way of implementation,
and also Stork would be able to use all features of a port scanner. We have integrated Nmap functions into
Stork data transfer modules in order to obtain speedy host discovery and port scanning.
We experimented network exploration and service detection techniques and used Nmap features inside
data placement operations to resolve host, scan ports, and determine available services. More information
about coding Stork modules for host discovery and port scanning, and also implementation details to integrate and use Nmap features for service detection and host discovery in Stork modules, can be found in
[41].
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